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Security reports 30 % decline in
campus thefts, exluding dorms
BY MAR1.A RIDENOUR
SUN Writer
When Campus security was contacted
by (he Progress this week (hey reported
I hat "thefts as a whole are down this
year, numerically speaking, however,
some dorms are experiencing a greater
number than ai this point last year."
According to John R. Goolsby, Security
Specialist, as of last week (here have
been a total of 112 larceny and thefts
reported since August 22. The total
number of reported crimes is down
almost 30 percent as compared to last
year and the disappearance of tape
players from vehicles is down SO percent.
All violations are reported to the Kentucky State Police and F.B.I.
Goolsby feels that Eastern's statistics
"are bucking the national trend, and are
contrary to national statistics." He.
hopes that the decrease is due to the fact .
that there may be a different breed of
student on campus, rather than the fact
that they are not being reported. He said,
"Three or four years ago, during the
height of the Vietnam War, many
students were here to hide from the draft.
I would like to believe that now we have
more serious individuals here, whose
purpose Is to further their education.
This also may account for the decrease in
reported drug cases."
Goolsby reported that at the present
time Martin Hall was experiencing more
thefts than usual. Earlier in the year, a
problem arose in Keith, but thefts tend to
run in cycles, and their problem is not
severe now. Both of these dorms,
however, run ahead of other dorms, such
as Sidney Clay and Burn am, in reported
thefts. He stated that Security was
getting more reports from Martin,
possibly because the residents are more
willing to report in proportion to the size
of the dorm.
The fact was stressed that much of the
problem could be solved by the students
themselves, and that Security needs their
support and help. A great number of
crimes go unreported, possibly because
the students believe that security will do
nothing, or that residents can work the
problem out themselves if they have a
suspect. Goolsby said, "If a theft is
reported, we will give it a fair shake."
"There have been more thefts reported
from the Wallace Building already than
all during last year, mainly personal
possessions of students or faculty
members," Goolsby said. "Part of the
problem can be attributed to
unauthorised persons on campus,
especially are large number of children
wandering around the dorms and
Coliseum. Just a few nights ago, three
boys, ages 14 to 16, were found in the
Wallace Building between 8:30 and 9:00,
who had no business on campus," he
said. This is also prevalent in dormitories. In Sidney Clay, it was reported
that little girls have wandered around,
trying every girl's door, especially on the
weekends and at night. Goolsby related
that "no one pays attention to kids and

unlocked doors are an open invitation, for
many Underprivileged ones have no
' morals to appeal to, to make them leave
someone else's property alone. We need
the assistance of the students to notify us
if children are spotted roaming around."
Another factor that contributes to theft
may be carelessness. According to
Goolsby, "Many of the faculty are
equally as bad as students, for they leave
casette recorders, for example, lying on
the desk, where a child can grab it and
run." Theft has been a problem in both
the men's and women's dorms. Security
stated that "the men's monetary loss

All American—

ACP honors Progress
The All-American Honor Rating which
signifies "the best in student
publications" was recently bestowed
upon the Eastern Progress for its 1973 74 issues
Guidelines set by the Associated
Collegiate Press indicate that to receive
this top rating, a paper must receive a
Mark of Distinction in at least four of
five categories. The Mark of Distinction,
crediting a paper for;' "unusually high
quality and creative or distinctly lively,
appealing work", was -given to the
Progress in Coverage and Content,
Writing and Editing, Editorial
Leadership, Physical Appearance, and
Photography.
The Progress scored 180 out of 200 for
its news coverage with the comments
that Alumni and student government
were somewhat neglected," but you
touched a lot of bases," remarked an
ACP Judge.
Scoring 200 out of 300, in the balance
among sources division, it was noted
that news and features were in good
proportion.
Also in the treatment of news a perfect
score resulted. "Timely angles, front
page brightened with lively news, human
interest feature copy, and appropriate
play of coming events with genuine news
valued follow-up stories," were ACP's
comments.
In sports coverage, (he association
noted that an interesting picture of school athletics, girls sports, and features on the
individual players offered a good variety.
However, it was criticized that the upcoming schedule should have been
emphasized more. A total score of 920
out of. 950 resulted from content and
coverage.
Noted strengths of the Progress's news
leads were that they were brief and crisp,
they contained essential facts, and
opened with interest-arousing words.
The Progress was regarded as having
some Interesting and informative copy in
the features department.
With straight news stories the ACP

Dr. Taylor says faculty
apathetic to policy changes
BY WAYNE BOBLITT
Staff Writer
Dr. Morris Taylor, Eastern chemistry
professor and faculty representative to
the Board of Regents, stated last week
that he felt the majority of Eastern's
faculty were apathetic when it came to
making changes in the university's
policies and actions.
He made the statement in regard to an
editorial by Dr. Nancy Riffe in the Oct. 31
Progress that had accused the faculty of
being apathetic.
Dr. Taylor sees the faculty as being
divided into three separate categories.
There is a small group that is progressive
and wants changes made. A very large
group is interested only in their jobs and
is too occupied to be involved. But he
sees the biggest group as being just plain
apathetic, and "some just don't care."
He believes that more of the faculty
would like to interact, but they are kept
from it by certain circumstances such as
their jobs.
The Board of Regents is an entity that
gives Eastern legal status as a state
school by acting as a liaison between
Eastern and the state. It is composed of
one student and one faculty representative, and eight businessmen and
political appointees concerned with
Eastern
Dr. Taylor's role is to convey to the
other Regent members feelings the
faculty have about programs and issues
that have come up.
Dr Taylor has brought up no proposals
in front of the Board yet. He-stated that
the Bord of Regents is the final administrative agency to approve
programs and policies, and that
proposals brought up could be filtered
down through lower committees, such as
the General Education Committee.
He stated that he could introduce a

may be greater, for they mainly lose
articles in their room, such as tape
players, televisions, stereos. Women
outnumber men in personal property, yet
the stolen articles are usually not as
valuable.
Women are especially
vulnerable, because their purses, if lost,
may also involve the loss of checkbook,
ID, or driver's license."
"We were fortunate in the last two
cases to find the culprits, but one had
already cashed 22 checks. Campus
security works closely with the
Richmond Police Department in such
(Continued On Page Twelve)

proposal if a serious problem introduced
as existing on campus could filter down
through lower levels.
He admits that there are some faculty
pressures involved in with his position,
but that he feels the faculty is very
reasonable with him and will confide in
him.
He said that there had been only a few
instances when the faculty had informed
him of items that might come up before
the Board of Regents. Nobody has asked
him to coerce anybody or introduce
anything yet, however.
Dr. Taylor said that there was not
much coming up in the Board of Regents.
"The business of the Regents is mostly
routine administrative action. At the
April meeting, for instance, they "stamp
approval" on June graduates and discuss
the budget," he said.
When asked his feelings about the
faculty senate, Taylor said that it was
"pretty much a waste of time in the sense
that there really is nothing the senate can
do that could not be done In the regular
committee system."
He said that approximately one-third
of the senate consisted of • ex-officio
members who acted as administrators,
with the other two-thirds being faculty
members. He also said that he felt that
there were too many administrative
people in the senate. The administrative
voters usually agree on a decision, while
the faculty is divided, so often the faculty
does not have the influence it needs to
change policies.
Dr. Taylor stated that the senate was
not designed to give the faculty input as
an approval agency and that voVufwa* -.
the only way in which the faculty got
input into the decision-making process.
Any attempts to modify proposals were
voted down.
Some proposals he mentioned that
(Continued On Page Twelve)

remarked "You tell the story well,
featuring most important facts up front
and deleting needless detail. An excellent score was given for the straight
news stories and straight news style.
Editorial leadership received 310 out of
a possible 350, with informative
researched features were noted in its
strengths. Physical appearance, an
attractive make-up plays a vital role in
attracting readers to the stories, includes
the arrangement of the body and
headline type, art and photographs which
bring out the importance and relationship to news. Typography is the type
faces, sizes and style a paper uses.
The front page was recognized for a
distinct personality, for spotlighting
coming events and for a newsy appearance which invites reader interest.
The inside news pages were praised for
liveliness and attractiveness' and attractively arranged advertising. It was
criticised for the use of vertical or
horizontal division on pages. Sports page
makeup had strengths in action photos
and its makeup was lively and interesting, but not overdone, although
(Continued Oa Page Twelve)

Sleeping beauty
Dawn Crisp, a seniorXaw Enforcement major from Lexington
decides to take a little snooze before resuming her studies. One

wonders how many Eastern students use the library to 'just
get away from il all and catch up on their sleep?

At Senate meeting

Gullette, Moore discuss censorship
BY DIANA TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The controversy over the alleged
censorship of student publications
continued Tuesday night when T.G.

Moore and Ken Gullette addressed the
Student Senate. Moore and Gullette, the
former news and managing editors of the
Progress respectively, resigned their
positions a little over a month ago. This
prompted the establishment by the

Two students indicted for arson
BY DELMA FRANCIS
Editor
and
MIKE LYNCH
Guest Writer
Two Fort Mitchell residents and., former Eastern students have been indicted
by Madison County Grand Jury on a
charge of arson.
The two, Richard Ashworth, 18 and
Andrew Strelczyk, 21, were arrested
early Tuesday for allegedly setting trash
chute fires in Keene Hall.
Ashworth and Strelczyk were supposedly setting fire to wads of paper
soaked in alcohol and throwing these
from the trash chute opening on the
seventh, igniting the contents below.
According to Billy Lockridge, director
of safety and Security, Keene Hall in
particular, has had a rash of such fires

throughout the semester.
"I think this (the former students'
arrests), will solve the problem," he
said.'Lockridgeadded that the fires have
been a source of concern for Vice
President of Student Affairs, Dr. Thomas
Myers.
According to Dr. Myers, Ashworth and
Strelczyk were caught after several
nights of observation by plainclothes
security officials watching from the
room across from the chute.
Dr. Myers said fires were set four
consecutive nights the week prior to the
arrests and twice this week. All the
evidence found at the bottom of the
chute, he said, indicated that the same
persons were responsible for each fire.
Dr. Myers said he hopes the arrests of
Ashworth and Strelczyk will make
students slop and think before throwinp

Dr. Morris Taylor is shown here at one of the Board of
Regents meetings earlier this year. He is a chemistry
professor and is the faculty representative on the Board. It

lighted paper down the chutes. He asks
that students "not run the chance."
(Continued On Page Twelve)
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seems that from Dr. Taylor's expression business meetings
can have iheir lighter sides

Student Senate of a committee to investigate alleged censorship within that
publication.
Delma Francis, Progress editor, addressed the body on Nov. 5 concerning
the issue. At (hat I ime she slated that the
Progress was subject (o no censor ship.
Moore and Gullede's appearance was in
response lo her comments.
In his address, Moore staled that his
resignation was "the result of conflict
and dissatisfaction with the editor-inchief". He said thai he fell he could no
longer do his job amidst the incompetence, poor journalism and unprogressive attitude which prevails at
the Progress.
However, he stated that the problem
within Ihe Progress was characteristic of
a deeper dilemma facing other areas of
'student life and thai the "university
administration feels a sedated contempt
for Ihe Progress.
Moore feels I hat the administration
does not overlly practice censorship on
Ihe Progress. Instead, the control is more
of a behind the scenes nature through the
handling of the paper's financial matters
and careful selection of the editor.
In regard lo editor selections, he said
that the choice is not made on the basis of
journalistic ability, but "one the degree
lo which Ihe candidate (for the editorship) can be counted on to offer little
resistance to administration control."
He believes the Student Publication*
Board (which selects the Progress •
editor) should be abolished or restructured to contain members with journalistic knowledge or experience.
Instead of Board selection Moore
advocated that the editor be elected by
(he student body on basis of strict
qualifications or selected by a method
controlled by the Department of Communications.
Gullede's remarks focused more
directly on a response to Ms. Francis'
statements. He stated that he feels the
Progress is censored to a certain extent.
Gullette said that his "Surely You Jest"
column in its last two weeks of
publication was subject to such censorship.
He said he was told that he had written
too many joking comments about
President Martin and sorority members
and should cease dealing with such
subject matter.
Gullette conceded that editorial
judgment is essential to any publication
and that "any editor has the rightful duty
to cut out what is in bad taste."
However, he said that "no editor has the
right to say what you can and cannot
write."
After Moore and Gullede's remarks,
Ms. Francis was yielded the floor by a
senator. This was necessary since she
was not a scheduled speak . However,
an objection was raised to this action and
the body voted not to allow her time to
speak. At that point, President Gary
Gray declared that the chair would yield
to her, but the tune limit had to be • *
.restricted to f;.c w.iriutes.
During her address, Ms. Francis
maintained that, contrary to the earlier
remarks, she felt that with two summers
of professional journalistic experience
and three prior years on Ihe Progress,
she is qualified for the position as editor
of the paper She also denied ever having
(Continued OB Page Twelve)
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Despite capacity housing situation

Administration plans to close Keith
At a time when Eastern's
residence halls for women are at
capacity, it is unthinkable that
the administration would even
entertain the idea of closing one
the of the halls. Yet, the wheels
are already being put int motion.
During the October meeting,
the Board of Regents approved
President Robert R. Martin's
recommendation that Keith Hall
be converted to office space. But
according to Student Regent,
David Gibson, the Regents were
not made aware of the housing
crunch.
Gibson said Dr. Martin later
told him that second semester
drop-outs usually leave Keith
empty anyway.
Are we to believe that the 160
girls living in Keith Hall are
going to drop out en masse
second semester?
Mrs. Jeannette Crockett, dean
of women, said the additional

Letters :
When I left Ihe farm in Ohio, I
though! (hat I had seen my last
rat. Rats are for the country,
bams and the like, of course.
You can imagine that I was
surprised, and nol pleasantly, to
see two of Ihe little fellows
scurrying around the East door
of Keene Hall.
When I investigated further, I
found that they have been
digging a hole and are currently
residing beneath our patio. I
have seen up to three at a time,
lurking in the bushes.
Now I'm nol the type to
complain; I've seen
rajs
before and don't think that our

office space is needed to allow
instructors more privacy when
speaking confidentially with
students.
Agreed.
Dean Crockett added, "We
have to think what would be best
in the future. This move seemed
advisable."
What about the present? The
residents in Keith are being
subjected to an unnecessary
period of anxiety as they await
the verdict. Do they stay on
through next semester, or do
they get eviction notices?
President Martin's ambiguous
letter to Angela Taylor,
president of the Women's
Interdormitory Board and a
resident if Keith Hall, left the
residents right where they've
been since this preposterous plan
surfaced — in the dark.
,
In the letter Dr. Martin said:
"...I am sure that the contract
for conversion will not affect

Keith Hall during the second
semester of 1974-1975 academic
year...
On the other hand, I cannot
with assurance tell you that
Keith Hall will be used during
the second semester for
residence hall for women. That
will depend onwhether or not it is
needed because of inflationary
demands on the University and
the energy problem..."
Does that tell you anything?
It's a fine example of
bureaucratic double-talk, but it
does nothing to enlighten the
members of Women's Interdorm.
If the 160 residents of Keith
Hall (barring any drop-outs of
course) are moved out second
semester,' that would entail 80
additional rooms — rooms which
are not to be found.
According to Gibson, Dr.
Martin said every effort will be
made to keep roommates

together. Okay, but where are
they going to find 80 empty
rooms0
They won't. People will be
moved around like pieces on a
chessboard. Those girls in other
dorms whose' roommates leave
after first semester will be
moved
to
accommodate
roommates from Keith.
They'll not only lose their
rooms, but perhaps even
preferred residence hall. Is this
fair? Regardless of what's done,
if Keith is vacated next
semester, somebody will get the
shaft.
It would be so much easier if
University officials would
postpone any action until the
end of the academic year. Next
year, if done in conjunction with
dropping the 'under 21 must live
on campus ruling,' the conversion of Keith Hall might be
accompanied without creating
unnecessary problems.

On Dr. Yang, Dr. Lewis, rat problem

patio is the place for them. It's
not too nice to be greeted by the
ten inch long rodents when
returning from class.
I sincerely wish something
could be done, although I am
quite touched at the effort this
fine University has made to
make this farm boy feel at
home.
Martin Baxter
Box 84 Keene
Dear Editor:
In failing to renew Dr. Yang's
leaching contract for 1974-75, I
feel that Dr Tunnel I and the
Social Science Department are

depriving Eastern of a modern,
intellectual and concerned
instructor of the present
decade.
Dr. Yang attempts to
correlate happenings of the
social sphere today to those that
happened in other civilizations.
Also, Dr Yang, being of Korean
descent, and thus part of a
minority, takes an objective
view of world history.
While I am not particularly
fond of history in itself, Dr.
Yang has kept my interest.
Terry Adair

Box 9 Todd
Dear editor,
The
purpose
of
administrators is to assist the
student on his journey to obtaining an education. I would
like to point out a case where
one man has impeded the
student
Last week in the
Progress Dean Lewis, C.U.C.
was quoted as saying that in
many cases Ihe lower division
courses in Physics are too
specialized for our students.
Nothing is more erroneous
than that concept. Is il too

men and groups of men.
This is the theoretic explanation of the energy crisis.
Oil men have for a long time
enjoyed enormous political
It is not all certain that I will
power. They have at one time or
ever be considered a social
another bought and sold a full
theorist. Considering the degree
three-fourths of all the elected
to which such theories have
representatives of the people in
made it possible for us to predict
every industrial nation with
human social behavior my obelected representatives in the
world.
servations may be about as good
as anyones.
So here's an
Such power,however, is inoutragous theory for the day.
direct. In negotiating for visible
The central purpose of most status with other power figures
men who have achieved what in society, the manufacturers,
politicians,
and the
appears to be financial security the
has shifted to power. Power is distributors, the oil men have not
always relative but to want more been able to visibly demonstrate
of it is not necessarily related to to these other power centers
any purpose. A man or a group their ultimate control. The
energy crisis is in part, a natural
of men can lust after power
without any specific use for it in happening and in part the
deliberate invention of these
mind.
As a matter of fact, power power group to correct this
groups have no specific aim misapprehension.
except the wish to be able to
The oil men have said to all the
all
the
manipulate masses of people in manufacturers,
some way so that it is observable politicians, all the distributors
to all. W. I. Thomas called it the and all the people. "I have
fundamental
wish
for spoken and you will listen. You
recognition.
To be able to will now' extend special
demonstrate this more visibly privileges to oil companies, you
and readily than any other will not interfere with our inperson or group of persons ternal management, you shall
becomes a prime life goaiof such not tax us proportionately to
/)/VD

others, and if you do any of these
things we will turn off your
automobile."
This action will of course increase the power of the oil
baronies, but it would be a
mistake to think that it is
necessarily malicious. To be
malicious is to take action with
the intention of doing harm. No
such intent need be envisaged
here.
Most oil men and management
groups are very ignorant and
uneducated men in the areas of
ecology, and they have been
much too busy in the scramble
for power and profits to think
much about, or even to be concerned with the survival of the
specie man.
So to accuse this power group
of tinkering with destiny, of
condemning us to extinction, and
generally being inhumane is an
injustice.
A great leader of a time past at
a crucial moment cried,
"Forgive them father, for they
know not what they do."
Perhaps such an attitude is more
just than to simply hang every
company official owner or

much to ask of our students to
study why their car stops when
the brakes are applied, or why
the light comes on when the
lamp is plugged in.
Clearly Dr. Lewis is also
subject to ignorance about the
subject that describes the
operation of everything around
us. I am afraid his ignorance
will affect students who might
have been willing to take a
Physics course and become
more open-minded toward the
world around them.
David S. Smith
Box 78 Palmer

manipulator trom the vice
presidential level on up which
would be more in keeping with
democratic political ideals.
But neither course is any kind
of a continuing answer to the
problem of survival for man.
It would appear to any outside
observer with nothing at stake in
the matter thai the Manichean
devil is much more to be feared
than the Faustian. It is hardly
ever conscious thievery, or
dishonesty,or cruelty, or an
intended evil consequence that
gets humankind into trouble but
instead it is people acting in
ignorance and quite unable to
see the consequences of their
behavior that leads to tragedy.
To become dependent as a
specie upon the supply of some
finite resource does not speak
very well for the intelligence of
man. Once this is a fait accompli
(on the other hand) to maintain a
competitive system or at least an
uncontrolled exploitative system
in its use is suicidal.
In a mass society and an industrialized world, to fail to
manage our economy centrally
and rationally is to fail ultimately
the test of survival.
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So let 'em have their office space.
This way we'll have open visitation.
For 20-year-olds

Abolish dorm housing rule

Humankind's uncontrolled use of oil', tragic
Note:
The following editorial was
written by Dr. Richard Armstrong, chairman of Ihe
Department of Anthropology
and Sociology.

WT^TW

The beginning of this school
semester brought one gigantic
headache to the housing officials. Although many colleges
throughout the nation encountered problems arising from
a student shortage, Eastern was
not one of'these.
As a matter of fact, Eastern
had so many students enrolling
this semester that a shortage
occurred in available housing
facilities.
For a short time, Eastern had
so many students, that rooms on
campus were serving as homes
for more than two occupants.
Housing officials acted as
quickly
as
possible
in
establishing temporary accomodations until a solution
could be found.
Although the situation could
not have been predicted, the
precedent set by this state of
affairs should not continue in the
event of a recurrence.
Many students could have
been predicted, the precedent set
by this state of affairs should not
continue in the event of a
recurrence.
Many students have suggested
the building of a new dorm, to
handle the growing number of
students, as a solution to this
problem. However, this alternative seems unreasonable at
this time, as it would be a
overreaction to a situation that
has occurred only once.
The solution then lies in
correcting the present housing
program. Off-campus housing
for a long time has been
restricted to those students who
fall into one of two categories.
The first being students that
are 21 or older and the second
escape being marriaee.
Now is the time for the

Staff artist
needed in Spring
The Progress is now accepting
applications for the position of
staff artist for the Spring
Semester. This is necessitated
by the December graduation of
the present staff artist, Thomas
Kindler.
Those wishing to apply, are
I- asked to submit one editorial
cartoon, preferably five inches
by seven inches with written
permission for publication to the'
Progreu
no later than •
December 5.
Please mail all cartoons to:
Tf*e Progress
Fourth Floor Jones Building
or to; Delma i. Francis
Box 17 Clay Kail
\

restrictions for off-campus living
to be examined carefully. The
restriction on age should be
lowered to allow 20 year-olds the
privilege of deciding their
residence.
Dropping thi$
Restriction would .also serve to
reduce the overcrowded on
campus.

Band deserves
pat on back
The 1974 Marching Maroons
and their director, Robert
Hartwell are to be commended
for their innovative and highly
entertaining half-time show this
^
season.
Each home game finds fewer
fans leaving for the concession
stands at the end of the first half.
The "Nifty Fifties" show on
November 16 was the most
outstanding show, as it struck a
chord of remembrance among
the upperclassmen, most of
whom remember when their
older brothers and sisters
danced to such numbers as
"Blueberry Hill" and "Hound
Dog."
For many members of the
faculty and staff, it brought back
memories of their own high
school and college days.
V
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'The Trial of Billy Jack'

9

Movie sequel strikes back at 'establishment
"The Trial of Billy Jack" is a
social
statement
about
everything from Indians' rights
to child abuse. It comes across
well in spite of a few flaws.
At the end of the first movie,
Billy Jack had surrendered to
police for killing the son of a rich
rancher, who had raped Jean
Roberts. The new film picks up
where the first movie left off.
Freedom schoolteacher Jean
Roberts, played by Delores
Taylor, is surrounded by
reporters in her hospital room.
When the anxious newsmen are
asked to leave the room, one
young woman remains behind.

It is through the questions the
young woman asks that Ms.
Roberts relates Billy Jack's trial
for murder, the growth of the
Freedom school, and the final
bloody results of the students'

SIGHTS&
SOUNDS
•V m»HO«l DtVIMM

efforts to expose crooked
politicians and shady business
practices.
There are beautiful aerial
shots of the blue-skied, yellow
toned Arizona scenery, and some

portrayals of ancient Indian
ceremonial rites which are both
bewildering and fascinating.
Billy Jack, played by Tom
Laughlin, puts his feet into action in several fight scenes with
the evil townsmen. His displays
of karate, however, are well
done and sometimes backed-up
with comical dialog.
Despite the fine photography
and significant statements that
the movie makes, it could have
gotten it point across without
being stretched to three hours.
Several repetitious scenes could
have been omitted and others
shortened.

The acting, although the
performances by Tom Laughlin
and Delores Taylor are outstanding, is not always the best.
The woman reporter's concern
for the school and social issues
involved is about as genuine as
her false eyelashes.
On the whole, however, the
movie is rousing, holds the
audience's interest, and effectively says what it has to say.
If it comes off a bit heavy, credit
must be given to director Frank
Laughlin for dealing with issues
that usually receive attention
only when they make the news.
And the news isn't always good.

In concert at Berea College

Appalachian musicians perform old ballads
BV MALCOLM L. STALLONS
suff Writer

The thick air was crisp, but
refreshing in Berea. Some who
decided to challenge the 40
degree temperature., defeated
their chilly foe, while others
admitted defeat and pulled their
coats a bit tighter to their bodies.
People came to the old, but
well preserved Phelps Stokes
Chapel on the beautiful campus
of Berea College in many various
numbers.
Some arrived as
solitary souls, others as armies
of invincable capabilities. The
pale moon had lighted the paths
which had brought them to the
destination they sought.

creaks that more travelers were
entering in hopes of attaining
pleasing entertainment.
Promptly at 7:30 Loyal Jones,
a middle aged gentleman
dressed in a light green corduroy
suit climbed the six wooden
stairs to gain access to the stage.
Once in place he began to relate
to the attentive audience in a
tense, nervous voice how the old
time music concert they were
about to take part of came into
being.
On the other side of the stage
one male and three female
musicians took over the attention of the audience when
they began to play their string
instruments. Dressed in red
colorful tops and assorted
colored pants and dresses the
Appalachian
Folks
from
Madison County, North Carolina
began displaying their multi
talents.

Once inside the double oak
doors the warmth of the old
building was felt on the redden
faces of the travelers.
There the transfering of colors
took place. The travelers exchanged their green papers for a
Before long they were
small yellow ticket — the replaced by a white haired
requirement for admission to the gentleman with a banjo and his
celebration that was about to. middle aged son with his banjo.
happen.
Buell and Philip Kazee sang old
In through another set of love ballads such as "Barbara
rugged looking oak doors that Allen". Their voices, which
rang out its warning in shrill sometimes cracked, rang

Drama Department offers
Zindel fs Broadway smash
BY SHARON DAVIDSON
Fin* Arti Editor

On the surface, And Miss
Reardon Drinks a Little is an
amusing and entertaining play
about three sisters and their
outrageous
neighbors.
Underneath, however, Paul
Zindel's play portrays the
twisted lives of three women who
were abandoned during their
childhood by their father for a
"skinny ostrich woman from
Greenwich Village."
Perhaps the most outstanding
performance is James Miles'
portrayal of neighbor Bob Stien.
With his constant use of bad
grammer, Stein comes across as
a not-so-well educated man who
is governed by violent emotions.
He has a simple, logical-minded
approach to Anna Reardon's
mental problems: she needs a
man.
Fleur Stein, played by Carol
Cole, is a unique example of a
self made society snob. By her
jestures and tone of voice, Ms.
Cole turns Fleur's never ending
tirade into a hilarious, but

pathetic sequence. In reality,
Fleur is hypocritical and a thief.
Anna Reardon, a neurotic
vegetarian, is successfully,
though sometimes stiffly portrayed by Patricia Perry. Ms.
Perry captures the character of
the unbalanced, frightened Anna
although the dialog is slightly
stilted at times.
Catherine Reardon, played by
Jo Ann Nard, does drink a little.
She does what she wants to and
says what she thinks regardless
of other people's opinions.
Carla McDonald is a perfect
Ceil (Reardon) Adams, a successful, coldhearted career
woman. Ms. McDonald's tilt of
the chin and pursing of the
mouth suggests Ceil's intellectual snobbery and a
character who is defintely
pleased with herself.
And Miss Reardon Drinks A

Little is being presented by the
Speech and Drama
Departthrough November 23 in the
Pearl Buchanan
Theatre.
Cutrain time is 7:30 p.m.

throughout the hall.
Five hundred such entertainment seekers filled the
soft, grey cushioned theatre
seats. Three blue and grey
television cameras eyed the
stage from their carefully
constructed stages of plywood
and 2 x 4's.
A black ensemble held
audience attention with their
contribution of traditional
music. The banging of the ivory
keys on the old black piano set
the tempo of the hand clapping
and foot stomping of the crowd.
Young people, as well as older
persons alike were warmed by
the music and stories they heard.
The warmth of the inside of the
chapel met the cold of the outside
on the window panes and caused
beads of water to form there.
An elderly man with white hair
and dressed in a dark blue suit
took the attention of the audience
and related some old stories of
his past with the old time songs
he then sang.

Whitcopf given
sculpture award
Dennis Whitcopf, Assistant
Professor of sculpture at
Eastern Kentucky University,
was awarded the Robert Cooke
Enlow Memorial Purchase
Award of $500 in the Mid-States
Art Exhibition in Evansville,
Indiana.
The award was given for his
oak and poplar sculpture entitled
"Rake." The piece becomes
part of the permanent collection
of the Evansville Museum of
Arts and Sciences.
Darryl Halbrooks, Eastern
Kentucky University painting
instructor, was given an
honorable mention for his
acrylic "Tape, Foil, Rose and
Grid, or Grid, Rose, Foil, and
Tape."
Also represented in the show
by one of his drawings was EKU
art student Paul Shindelbowej.
The Mid-States Show was open
to all artists in a 5-state area
surrounding Evansville. It was
juried by harry Lowe of the
National Collection of Fine Arts,
Washington, D.C.

The crowd roared with
laughter as Bradley Kincaid told
of standing on the same wooden
stage many years before and
giving a speech in favor of
Prohibition. He told about the
old time youth meetings the
Methodists used to hold. This led
him into singing one of his
favorite songs, "Methodist Pie."
After a span of 3Mz hours and 17
performers the old time music
concert came to a
close.
Retracing their earlier steps, the
people in the audience filed back
through the two sets of rugged
looking oak doors.

'My Old Kentucky Home'
Asa Martin plays "My Old Kentucky Home" on the saw. Martin
was only one of the many artists who performed at the
"Traditional Music of Appalachia" concert held at Berea College
last weekend.

Diamond's new album 'Serenade'
dominated by romantic moods
In his early years, Neil
Diamond was famous as a song
writer. One of his songs, "I'm A
Believer," was recorded by the
Monkees and remained at
number one in Billboard for
seven weeks.
He has personally recorded
some pretty big hits too, songs
like
"Cherry
Cherry,"
"Brooklyn Roads," "Solitary
Man," and "Kentucky Woman."
Neil Diamond blossomed in the
seventies, becoming one of the
most successful and poetic song
writers in rock.
And yet his music is not rock.
In the beginning it was, but
lately it has taken on a new
dimension.
His music is
poetry. Diamond reached his
peak with Jonathan livingston
Seagull.
His new album,
1
Serenade, continues in the same
vein.
Basically, Serenade consists of
romantic ballads, tastefully
arranged with beautiful orchestration and interesting
lyrics;

.n
rrt*

to

good enough to be released as a
"Longfellow Serenade," it is too
good for heavy AM airplay.

Cast (he stones of fortune.
for the journey has begun."
(From "Yes I Will")

"Longfellow Serenade" is the
current hit from the LP,and it
has the strong orchestral backup
that has become prevalent in
Diamond's music. Probably the
best song on the album is '.'I've ■
Been This Way Before." The
first trac on the first side, it is
single, but like "Be" and

Serenade will not be greeted
well by those who dig mainly on
hard rock. But for those who . ,*>
love good songs, with beautiful if
. .lyrics and arrangements, it is a M
chance to witness1 the steady' i,/:111 9*
^progression of a former, W H
teenybopper idol into one of the ■■ft
true geniuses of pop music.
f».
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In 'The Gift of Susy'

McCalls publishes professor's
account of family's long ordeal
BY LISA COLLINS
SUIT Writer
Five years lapsed between
the time Dr Nancy Lee Riffe
began writing an article on her
fifth child and when it was
published in McCalls November
magazine.
Dr. Riffe began writing "The
Gift of Susy" as "therapy" after
her birth in 1969
Susy is

mongoloid and was born with a
condition
called
tracheoesophageal fistula.
Rather
than
having
an
esophagus that emptied into her
stomach. Susy's ended in a
pouch
Unless surgery was
performed site would die. Dr.
Riffe takes readers through (be
ordeal she and her family had to
endure from the time of Susy's
birlh until she was brought

safely home.
The story was firsi published
the ( ourier-Journal Magazinr
in 1970. Since she wanted to
market it further. Dr Riffe
submitted query letters to
several magazines
No one
needed the story but she did not
slop hunting for a place to be
published
Even though
McCalK had also rejected it.
she tried writing directly to an

Professor speaks on obscenity
BY MIKE PAYNTER
SUfl Writer
"Obscenity is not a legal
lerm. it is a figment of the
imagination."
This was the view expressed
by Dr. Ron Dean of Eastern's
political science department in
a discussion of 'Obscenity and
Human Rights'
Speaking before a group of
about 20 at the CIRUNA Hub
meeting. Dr. Dean gave a
concise history of the problems
involved when trying to deal
with a morality issue on legal
grounds.
Some of these legal problems
include the question of whether
or not national or local obscenity standards should be set,
who is lo formulate the standards, and most importantly lo
what extent will the govern-

ment be able lo impose the
standards?

scene. Once when a justice of
the Supreme Court was asked to
define obscenity he replied, "I
cannot define the term but I
know what is obscene."

In the United States it was
generally accepted that a
national standard for obscenity
was the norm case until the
Supreme Court made its' 1973
ruling
In this ruling the
question was apparently left to
the local courts.
Here an even greater problem
arose. In the local jurisdiction
ruling no specific definitions
were set lo work with. In this
way, it became possible for a
very select group to control the
viewing and reading materials
of the public.
Another problem encountered
under this ruling was the
question of just who had the
final say as to what was ob-

In his talk Dr. Dean stated
that "no government had admitted
to
constitutional
protection of obscenity." But he
did go on to make the point that
the Bill of Rights did cover
these
materials
by
the
guarantees of the freedoms of
speech and of the press.
If standards were set. would
the government then have the
power to restrict possession of
such
materials in private
homes? Dr Dean felt that the.
purpose of any obscenity law
was lo protect "the innocent
victim." He went on to slate
(Continued on Page II)
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editor and succeeded in having
The Gift of Susy" accepted
That was three and one half.
years ago
McCalls wanted Dr Riffe to
do some revision on the story. ..
"Finally."
she
said,
in
February and March they
began sending her letters and
calling about the revision and
she finished it in May "They cut
down on all my philosophizing.",
said Dr Riffe. and kept the
human interest.
Dr. Riffe's interest in ex .
ceptional children goes further
than her own child
She was
active in lobbying efforts tq
have the compulsory at-,
tendance education bill passed
in last spring's legislature.
and she is a board member of.
the School of Hope
The bill "backfired" on Dr.
Riffe because the law covers
only school age children up to
age 21 and Susy is only five S©-'
with the disbanding of School of
Susy Riffe, daughter of Dr. Nancy Lee Riffe of the
Hope classes in the Wallace
English Department, helps Governor Wendell Ford with
Building. Susy was wijiout •'
his signature on an education bill passed last Spring that
school But Head Start found a
states "no Kentucky child will be denied the right lo an
spot for her and next year she'll
be enrolled in a public school. .
"Throughout
the nation
people are realizing it is so
much more wasteful to leave
special children untrained than
to train them," said Dr. Riffe.
She cited figures from the
Department of Mental Health in
1968 that stated 75 percent of the
handicapped population oft_. I BY CONNIE PARRISH
amendment to the State ConKentucky could be taxpaying
Staff Writer
stitution. The amendment will
citizens, but because of lack of
Kentucky voters will have a
create a unified court system,
training only three percent chance to reorganize and
keep judges Irom partisan
were.
modernize
the
Com- elections, and speed up court
"Susy's generation will have
monwealth's court system,
actions.
gone clear through public
James Amato, chairman of
The proposal, recently passed
schools," she said.
"And
Kentucky Citizens for Judicial
in Ihe General Assembly, will
hopefully by then there will be
Improvement, said
Tuesday appear on the ballot for popular
vocational programs foithem." afternoon.
vote next November.
Dr. Riffe doesn't ponder
Addressing some 60 people,
Kentucky's judicial system,
about Susy's future. "It's so far
most of whom were political still controlled by Ihe conaway. If you only knew Susy,"
science or law enforcement
stitution drafted in 1891, under
she said, "You'd understand
students, Amato explained the" the new amendment will have a
why I don't worry.
She has
various aspects of a proposed four-tiered Court of Justice. The
already learned how to get
people lo take care of her. She's
cunning and cute. She'll make
H."
Dr. Riffe says she now feels
ready to make writing a permanent part of her career.
Besides her four children at
home, she teaches full time, and
is active in local and. sia[e acthe ransom was U> be delivered.
hi BILLY THOMPSON
tivities concerning handicapped *
Shades of Patricia Hearst!
Staff Writer
people TTiis leaves little time
Upon receipt of the message,
for writing, but she says she will
most of the members of the
find it somewhere.
The sleek Camaro prowled house where it was delivered
down the street slowly with the had already decided their reply
occupants
searching
the to this group of foul individuals
sidewalks for their victims.
who had so callously abducted
Coming to a screeching halt, a one of their friends:
couple of ruffians sprang from
KEEP HIM!
the car and seized what apYou say this could never
peared to be an innocent
happen in such a quiet, studious
bystander and forced him into and dare say. dull a town as
the car and left in a cloud of Richmond?
smoke coming from their
Ah, but it did. Last Thursday
screaming tires.
night, there was a rash of abLater
that
evening,
a ductions perpertrated by a evil
telephone call originating from group of meanies who claimed
the gang's secret hideout (later that the money collected would
determined to be Dirty Ernies) go to Ihe senior citizens at Ihe
with a message describing Ihe Telford Community Center.

education in a public school Susy.
Head Start in Madison county.
Governor Ford gave Susy a United
pen he signed the bill with to Mrs.

5 years old. attends
After the meeting.
Slates Flag and the
Riffe.

Proposed amendment to unify courts;
will create new four-tiered system
Court will contain a Supreme
Court, Courl of Appeals, Circuit
Court, and District Courl, as
opposed lo the present system
which includes a Court of
Appeals, Circuit Court, and
lower Courts, such as police,
county, and magistrate courts.
The Supreme Courl would
consist of seven judges, one
from each of Ihe present Court
of Appeals districts, elected for
eighf year terms.
These
members will elect a Chief
Justice to be administrative

Friends say keep'em

Junior Panhellinic holds
trainers captive at Ernie

J-BOY&COKE

amount and the place to which

The ringleader, later

iden-

tified as Nikki Marasa, identified the group that she worked
for as the Junior Panhellinic
and
that
thev
had
systematically captured the
pledge trainers of six sororities
and nine frals on campus.
The group demanded an
outrageous ransom of SIS per
hostage, lo be delivered to the
hideout and then the prisoner
would be released.
"Il didn't go as well as we had
planned.
There was some
volleyball games and some of
them had to go back lo ihe game
before the ransom was paid."
said Nikki

head responsible for every
court in Ihe stale.
The Court of Appeals would
be an intermediate court to
share the burden and back up
cases of the present Court of
Appeals. Its 14 members would
be authorized lo directly review
decisions of slate regulatory
agencies.
Circuit Court districts would
remain Ihe
same as the
present
judicial districts,
containing Ihe same number of
counties. They would be the
courts of original jurisdictions,
where many legal questions are
initially argued.
The District Couns, the court
system's first level, would be
taking over the duties of the
many presently existing lower
level courts. There would be
one district court in each
county, and each district would
have a Trial Commissioner in
any county where a district
judge does not reside Designed,
for
economic
and
administrative purposes, the
District Court would replace the
present quarterly , police, and
magistrate courts.
County
judges and magistrates would
continue to be elected, but
would be relieved of their
judicial duties.

Amato, the former Fayette
County judge, is optimistic
about the passing of the
amendment in next year's
The evening* wasn't a total
general election, although he
loss however, the Junior
doesn't feel the proposal would
Panhellenic did manage to '' have been approved on this
collect about $100.
year's ballot
He said. "The
chances of passing it in this
election — In 1874 — were
almost nil. People are reluctant
to vote for a change when they
aren't sure what the effect will
be."
Amato feels that with
publicity
and
meetings
designed
to explain
the
proposal, it will be accepted by
'he public.
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An evening with apple cider
sauerbraten and a 'rojck dream'
BY JULIE HOYT
Feature Editor

Donna Jonnson, a senior
French and German major
From Elizabelhlown does

her impersonating of Carly
Simon singing "You're so
Vain."

number of, pies and cakes made
by members and sponsors of,
Der Deutsthe Verein. Cheese ,
cake and pie garnished with-,
strawberries were offered,
along with chocolate cherry
cake, mocha frosted cake, and'
buttercream cake garnished
with nuts.

Graffiti" or the TV series
"Happy Days".
The rock clock moved up a bit
Noslalgia rock and gourmet
to get in gear for the sixties.
cuisine were part of the Fall.
"Leader of the Pack" was a
1974 dinner of "Der Deutsche
tune selected from the early
Verein", Eastern's German
part of the decade, although the
Club. Held last Friday at 7 p.m.
version played was cut in the
at Ihe First Christian Church in
seventies. Rick Rider mimed
Richmond, approximately 66
After dessert and coffee, the . Bette Midler's version of the
tickets were sold.
tune, with the back-up support
Apple cider was served as a stage was set for the en- of other members of the group,
tertainment
of
the
evening.
refreshment. At dinner, the
dressed in sweaters and knee
main course consisted of
Called "The Great American socks The old symbol of "going
sauerbraten, with side dishes of Rock Dream", the show was a steady", class rings worn on
dumplings, red cabbage and series of pantomimes done on chains around the neck —
green beans.
, the different stage styles of completed the costume. ■
Sauerbraten is a German several recording artists. The
style of fixing roast beef. The stage decorations showed
Other tunes from that era
meat is marinated in a sauce of "From 1954-1984."
included Frankie Valli (alias
red wine vinegar and various
Laughs were drawn from the | Tom Norwell) and his Four
spices, then baked.
"Sherry
audience as Larry Wood and Seasons singing
The cabbage was served as a three others "sang" a song Baby".
Kathy Skidmore.
cold salad, although it had been from the 19S0's, "Rock Around Sarah De Rossett and Pam
cooked. The dumplings were a
the Clock." Members of Der Hoskins brought back even
mixture of potatoes, served two Deutsche Verein slow-danced to more memories when they
ways—baked and fried. The tunes like "Smoke Gets in Your mimed the Supreme's "Stop in
green beans, which were served Eyes" and twisted and gyrated the Name of Love".
hot, were prepared with bacon
to "Peppermint Twist".
And then there was the
and onion bits.
Dressed in narrow-collar Beatles "I Want to Hold Your
An assortment of light and
There was a time
dark rye breads was served shirts, baggy pants, below-the- Hand."
collar
length
with the repast. Coffee and ice knee skirts and the white socks when
was
considered
lea were offered as beverages. the times were notoriousfor, the hair
Whipped cream puffs were group was reminiscent of 'long". This imitation even
featured for dessert,with a something out of "American carried down to the bagginess of

AURORA tackles sales, new manuscripts
BV NANCY lit \(. \i<|. \\i,
Staff Writer
The staff of the AURORA,
Eastern's student literary
magazine, has two big jobs
coming up in the near future. At
the beginning of the second
semester, they will be selling
copies of the 1974 issue and soon
after, they will begin selecting
manuscripts for this spring's
1975 AURORA.
Featuring artwork done by
members of (heart department,
in addition to the selection of
poems and short stories, the
1974 edition promises to be a
"very good issue" according to
Dr. WilliamSulton, Dr. Sullon
is a professor of English at
Eastern and has served as the
advisor to AURORA for the
past five years.
Originally scheduled for
distribution last spring, the
magazine ran into some
publishing difficulties which put
il about a semester behind. The
duplicating department here at
Eastern had planned to print
ihe annual publication but they
were overwhelmed with other
work and so AURORA took its
copy to Berea College for
processing.
With the ever-rising costs of
printing and the small budget
AURORA must work with,
publishing promises lo be a
continuing problem for the
magazine- "We can't go outside
to professional printers because
Ihey are loo expensive;" noted
Dr. Sutton, yet University
facilities are often overworked
causing late publication.
The staff intends lo publish
the 1975 "40th Anniversary"
issue
in
Ihe
spring.
Manuscripts of poetry, short
stories, and even short plays or
crealive essays are now being
accepted. Dr. Sutton said that
manuscripts coming early have
a better chance of being
published than those turned in
near Ihe February 1 deadline
because there is time to revise
and planned for the work's inclusion.
All full-time students are
eligiblelo contribute, and in the
past manuscripts have come
from students majoring in a
wide variety of subjects.
Submit led works will be read
I

by a staff of students, Dr.
Sutton, and Iwo other faculty
members acting as advisor for
Ihe coming magazine, Dr.
Harry Brown and Dr. Gordon
Browning. This group, looking
for quality material, will then
decide what will be accepted for
the book's approximately 50
pages.
"We usually get more poems
and not many stories;" commented Dr. Sutton regarding
weaknesses in the magazine.
There is also a need for greater

student participation in contributing and reading.
"Perhaps many students
don't know it exists and that it is
a great chance for students
interested in creative writing lo
publish iheir work, " he added.
Others are just too shy to share
iheir own creations with the
outside world or don't have the
time lo do much on their own.
AURORA'S only income is the
money Ihey make from annual
magazine salesto students and

faculty. II receives no support
from the University and last
year's award from the Kenlucky
Arts Commission
amounted to only $25.
The
Commission judges literary
magazines on qualilv. but.
"Prizes are mostly based on
need," according to
Sutton,
and independent magazines are
thought to need the support
more than those sponsored by
universities •
AURORA 1975 will mark the
40th publication of Eastern's

Next semester

, -,

- .,*

literary magazine. It was first
published in 1935 as a production of the Canterbury Club, a
society of English majors and
minors, under the title
BELLES LETTRES By
1968,
however, as part of a push to
modernize the magazine and
increase campus appeal, the
name
was
changed
to
AURORA.
The magazine is still continually looking for ways to
increase its quality and
popularity.
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Political Science to offer new course
BY JULIE HOYT
Feature Editor
Eastern's political science
department is offering a new
course in spring.
Titled
"Government Administration
of Social Services, Programs,
and Agencies", POL 371 will
meet
next
semester on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 9:15
a.m.
"The course is designed as an
elective for people who are
majoring in areas related to
social services." stated Glenn
W. Rainey, Assistant Professor
of Political Science. Majors of
such concern include social
work, public health administration, and law enforcement. Still another related
area is recreation.
POL 371 will cover two major
topic areas. One part deals with
processes by which government
social.policy is made. Examples of social policy are housing,
welfare, medical aid for the
aged, unemployment, and
mental health.
Special problems related to
the management or administration of services will be
Ihe topic of the second area for
study.
In the former category of
policy making, centers of power
for decision making, or "who-is
responsible for making Ihe
decision" will be studied, according lo Rainey.
Another
related facet concerns how

policy resulting from decisions
reflecl and relate to group interests.
The history and evolution of
social policy, along with
relationships between different
levels of government are two
further areas of study in
relation lo decision making
processes.
The second area of course
study — management problems
of the services—will concentrate on special problem
areas of administration. One
such example would be the
recruitment and management
of personnel; clieni and client
relations are also involved. So
is the organizational planning of

social services and the
management of general public
relations.
In order to be eligible for POL
371, a student must have accumulated three hours in course
areas, such as political science,
social work, law enforcement,
or recreation. The approval of
the instructor is also sufficient According to Rainey,
the course is not centered
around a specific textbook. "It
will be assembled from a
variety of readings, some
purchased, others in the
library."
Students who are interested fn
taking POL 371 may contact
Glenn
W.
Rainey,
at

Wallace 314, or call 622-5605 for
further information.
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Gary Gray and Carla Vaugh serve themselves in the buffet line ai the German Club
dinner. Nostalgia rock and gourmet cuisine
the suits that John, Paul,
George, and Ringo used to wear
before they acquired a different
style of clothing.
Kick Rider dpeu Mick
Jaggar's extravagant stage
style in "Honky Tonk Woman",
in the tradition of the Rolling
Stones. Another version of the
same tune was cut later by Tina
Turner and the Ikettes, dutifully
imitated by members of the
club, with Sarah DeRossett as
Tina.
The
seventies
was
represented by such songs as
"Elected" by Alice Cooper, and
excerpt of Jethro Tull's
"Passion Play," and Cher's
"Gypsies,
Tramps
and
Thieves". Carl Cannon was Dr.
Hook in the "Cover of the
Rolling Stone", followed by
Donna Johnson, plus wig for
Carly Simon's "You're So
Vain*'.
. ;
The series of mimes closed
with a version of David Bowie's
"1984 Floor Show", in which the
entire cast took part.
Rick
Rider played the role of David,
and special lighting effects also
highlighted the scene.
Hence, a view of the future,
a alongrwilh the past and present,
was drawn

Happy
Thanksgiving

was enjoyed by approximately 66 par
licipants.

ILDEN

GALLERY

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

I
SUPPLIES
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS MACRAME
DECOUPAGE

'STAIN GLASS

CRAFT FUR
CANDLES

DOUGH ART
LIQUID EMBROIDERY

POLY DOMES

STRING ART

MAKE A BAKE

STYROFOAM

PAPER TOLE

GUTTER MAGIC

SHRINK ART

DRY FLOWERS

DECORATOR PLAQUES

ART FOAM

CUSTOM PttTWtf FRAMING
Open Monday and Friday Nights Until 8.00

•~*

WHAT DOES ROTC AT EKU
OFFER A VET?

Progress Advertising is your link
with the Richmond
business community
Support Our Advertisers!

T

T

If we've told yoi once we've told you
1,392,000 Tints!

BANANA SPLIT
. - SALE!
Thursday thro Saturday

TALK TO ONE AND FIND OUT!

Get a banana split for
<r¥WWWWKia<

52"

REG. 70c
RICHMOND

DAIRY QUEEN
EASTERN BY-PASS

That's how many times we've announced the time and
Temperature since inaugurating our popular telephone
service just a few months ago.
So next time- you want to know how hot, how cold, how early
or late it is DIAL 623-8021.
And for the greatest Banking services you'll ever experience... DIAL C23-28S4. We'd like to have I.3K.M* calls Mi
that line Too.

STATE BANK ft TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky
Ifltci
E.t.1. I) ftu
IICMM. I;.

MM MM
West MiK Strwt
lidWMN). M

Member Federal Reserve System

Call Any Of Us

40475
IffiCI
^fj

■IJ

'I*

"■■•

lictanf Ij.
Memoer F.D.I.C
Matter Charge

as

OHN HAZLETT HAROLD WINSLOW MIKE SMITH
622-3911
621-0263
623-,5572
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JPTiaf is Thanksgiving?
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a- day of thanks*

ANNOUNCING OUR

SPAGHETTI NIGHT SPECIAL
•-I-

Wednesday Nite 5 till 10

•k Any large order Spaghetti
-k Garlic Bread
• Salad

,in I

All for $1.39
■■■-.

PIZZA
WJT

W[ SlKVl MOM PIZZA
JHAM ANtONI ILSf
IN THI WOULD.

.1

EASTERN BY-PASS
Ph. 623-2264

It's being thankful,

Photos by

THE NEW

Jeff Hayes

loving and giving,
counting blessings.

COMPLETE WOMENS
CLOTHING

FEATURING
EVERDAY SAVINGS

UP TO

"What Thanksgiving means to me" was
a holiday theme assigned to the second
and continuum ages 6,7,8, and 9 year olds
Model School students of Mrs. Vicki
Daughtery Tuesday morning. Keira
Barnhart (center) demonstrates her
artistic talent, while George Ridings, and
Danny McBride (top left), and Julie
Hoge (right) ponder on their thoughts of
Thanksgiving.

60 % OFF

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS

L
t

NEW SHIPMENT!
RAG (outside stitching)

LeROY'S
JEWELERS
DM love

BLUE DENIM JEANS
PRINTED BLOUSES '12
Now *7"
HOODED SWEATERS '14
Now •!©••
SWEATER VEST '11
Now »5##
OPEN MON-SAT

SUN.

two hearts
three rings
Engagement and wedding ring
trios by Keepsake are outstanding in
beauty and qiallty. Choose from our fine
Keepsake ©llection of 14K gold rings
des gned by master craftsmen.

Keepsake

10 9 p.m

•5.99
Regular Price $774
Frank Zappa/Mothers
Roiy & Elaewhere. T-<••<. ;
;n ,
I' «"
:ou" s ~"' *.'.""-' T't •".
• .•--:<- :1 ► 5 r.a--: s -•
•3»d L° -- ST»e'!y ' ' :

130530

Two Record Set

SHOPPERS VILLAGE
EASTERN BYPASS *

Record Shop
Jewelers
1 L

University Shopping Center

H*lR 0t*iejA»-"foR £v«R«ione
*UL\G »Uum.K>UtARGi.
Mon-Fn. 11 00-9.00

in Rrthmond

& ft

The OTIHER PIACE
ZOO S Z*.~4 Sfc
R.t-^-^orvd, KlJ

Phone CZ5-0OM6

■**

fc,*4 SV—iW
kexin^+-«rv, l(u.

St.

PKone, 2S3 0H«jJ

Sat 10 or 9 00

"Wheat We. Q»^V S^pW*f TK.^t Exceed^ w«||"

1

L

i>
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To Dorris Museum

Sine pendulum returned after 100 years
—Mw >e»rs.
Professor Tobin s sine pendulum, a long-lost relic of old
Central
L'nlveryity.
has
returned o he campus where it
was invited

Jane Munson lefli curator of ihe Dorris
Museum in Ihe library, examines Sine
Pendulum wilh ihree professors who were
insirumenlal in its relurn to the uimpus

By coincidence it happened
during
E.asiern
Kentucky
1,'niversity's
year-long
celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of
•Central University, a Soulhern
Presbyterian institution which
existed here from 1874 lo 1901
Eastern was founded in 1906 on
the old Central University
campus
In 1877. Thomas W Tobin. a
young professor ol physics a1
Central University, invented a
measuring device This tool was
designed so a pendulum
swinging in one plane could
measure the angle of rotation of

'From left - Dr. Koben X. Grise. Dr. J. G.
Black and Dr Fred Fred Engle all helped
reiurn 'he artifact to us birthplace, the EKl'
campus

JaneGurganus knows about Russia
HYKKITIIMNKK
SUff Writer
One person who mighl be able
to answer jusl aboul any
question concerning Ihe Soviet
Union is Dr Jane Gurganus,
Assistanl Professor of Polilical
Science al Eastern.
Dr. Gurganus. who has been
leaching al Eastern since 1967,
has loured Ihe Soviet Union on
two separate occasions, her
first lour being in Ihe spring and
summer of 1967, just before
coming lo Eastern in Ihe fall.
The first trip lo Ihe Soviet Union
was with a Russian language
study lour which was organized
by' Ihe Slavic Languages
Department of Ohio State
University. "Before taking this
lour" said Dr. Gurganus, "we
had lo sign a sort of contract
lhal said thai we would not
speak English the entire lime
that we were in the Soviet
Union. If we spoke English we
gol senl home al our own extra
expense and
we failed the
course."
t
The second trip that Dr.
Gurganus look lo Ihe Soviet
Union was wilh Ihe Citizens
Exchange Corps.
This is an
organization lhal is interested
in trying lo promote international understanding by
having person lo person contact
wilh the Soviet citizens.
She
observed
lhal ihe
majority of Ihe Soviet people

were very friendly inwards
Americans
However some ol
'he Soviets seemed very
cautious about being seen in
public wilh an American lor
fear lhal they mighl be
questioned by ihe police.

She went on lo s^y that one
finds people crowded into
apartments; howevfr, this is
not due to the --rls of communism, r;i lict.il is due lothe
destruction during the war and
the fact that Ihe Soviet Union
has industrialized very rapildy
and
industrialization
has
caused
very
rapid
urbanization."

Dr. Gurganus said that she
was expecting mosl of the
Soviet people lo question her
aboul Vietnam and Ihe racial
situation in the United States.
The whole concept of living
Bui mosl of the Soviet people
quar'ers is diffcreni in the
she said "wanted lo avoid that
Soviet Union han in the United
sort of talk simply because they
Slates. Dr. Gurganus noled.
felt that our friendship might be
"In the Soviel Union, your
strained if we got onto
home is simply a place o eal
discussing politics. Most of Ihe
and sleep. Your leisure lime
Soviet people were very curous
should be spent al a club, the
as lo how Americans use Iheir
library, or going lo classes."
leisure time.
The Soviel
The government encourages iis
government is trying lo get its
people toward collective accitizens to use their leisure time
tivities o keep family members
in a productive way such as
on among olher people.
reading books or some other
There are very many ways
educational practice."
In comparing the living thai ihe Soviel people conconditions of middle class siruciively use their leisure
Soviet family. Dr. Gurganus 'ime. Dr. Gurganus said lhal a
noled
that
ihere
is large majorily of Ihe Soviel
"almost no comparison." The children 10-14 years of age
main difference
replied Dr. belong to ihe Young Pioneers-,
Gurganus, "is Ihe housing which is the Soviet equivalent of
situation.
According lo Dr. Ihe American Boy Scouts,
Gurganus housing for prac- however the Young Pioneers is
a co-ed organization.
tically everybody in the Sovie1
Union is considerably more
crowded than it is here in the
United States. You just don't
have any concept of suburban
areas with large yards and big
houses."

EKU Collegiate Civitan
organized for service
Thirty Easlern students have
establish Ihe EKU Collegiate
Civitan-lhe
first
such
organization in Ihe slate. Jusl
what is Civitan? Basically, it is
an international organization
dedicated to serving its
surrounding community.
Senior Civitan groups have
been operating Ihroughoul
Kenlucky and fhe world for
many years. Bui Easlern is the
firsl slate university lo have a
collegiate organization.
The
founding of Eastern's chapter
came aboul this year under Ihe
sponsorship of ihe Richmond
Senior Civitan.
Thai group wanted lo extend
its services more into the
university community and felt
lhal a college organization
would besl fulfill Ihe purpose
These projects include both
long and short range goals such
as working wilh the inmates al
Ihe
Federal
Correctional
lnstitue and the Blackburn
Stale Correctional Instiute. both
located in Lexington, visits to
the Danville School for ihe Deaf

and joining wilh ihe Richmond
Police Department
in
a
rehabilitation program for local
first offenders.
The group also plans lo focus
on special seasonal projects,
such as those in accordance
with the upcoming Christmas
holidays. Al present, they are
selling fruitcakes lo raise
money to finance future services.

The Soviets also have what
they call "houses of culture"
where one can join a civic
chorus, an art class, a drama
club or some other lype of ineresi group v
Schools and
factories alsii organize social
activilies such as sports groups
of poetry circles
Poetry
reading is very popular in the
Soviel Union
One piece of advice that Di\
Gurganus wanted to pass along
lo those interested in visiting
he Soviel Union, was lhal one
should read as much aboul the
Soviet Union as possible before
louring ihe country.
She advises this because Ihe
United Slates is so different
in
the Soviet Union and if
one visiled Ihe Soviel Union
without prior insight ilo the life
styles of its cilizens one mighl
gel a lalse impression of Soviel
life.

At the end of the fair, some
five
months
and
many
ihousands of visitors later, Ihe
sine pendulum was taken lo the
Paris Observatory for experiments
by
French
astronomers. ■ If was then
crated and loaded aboard the
steamship USS Constitution at
La Havre lo begin its journey
home.
The ship was wrecked and
sunk in a storm, however, and
the sine pendulum was thought
lo be lost forever at the bottom
of Ihe Atlantic ocean.
Bul
several months later university
officials received word thai the
crated instrument had been
recovered from the water by
another ship and was once

again
When r nnally did arrive
back In Kentucky., the sine
pendulum wai in poor condition
from 'he shipwreck and us
(■vended s'av in 'he salt water
It was sen' to ihe manufacturer
in Cincinnati *' he restored,
and: alter being recalibrated by
Tobin. it was displayed in the
Old Stale Capitol at Frankfort
Sometime in the early ltwo s it
was stored away and forgotten
Nearly a centuy later, two
EKU prolessors became interested in the whereabouts ol
the sine pendulum
lit connection wih iheir research on
Central University. Dr Hobert
X. Grise and Dr Fred A Engle
wrote newspaper articles about
the sine pendulum in which they
described the old instrument,
saying reapeated attempts lo
locate it had been in vain
By coincidence. Dr. J. G.
Black, retired professor of
physics at Eastern, had a short
lime before been given an old
piece of equipment lo be laken

Eastern > campus because it
had
Central
l niv'ersitv "
engraved on il
II ha't been
gathering dust for many years
m a storeroom in Ike University
ol
Kentucky
campus
in
Lexington, unknown lo the
present
general ion
of
engineering
scholars
Dr.
Black gol in iouch with Dr.
Grise and Dr
Engle. and

Take Advantage of our

623-60102

CURRIERS MUSIC WORLD
Luion Buildinf. 122 Bif Hill Av«.
At Intersection ol Highway 25 No. 52

ATTENTION VETERANS
Are you aware that there is a stateivide
§| organization to represent you? If you would\

11

|! like more information contact your local
-'

'

KCVA member
or come to the Vet's club meeting
Thursday at 6:00.
aaa

Don't Lose your shirt
or YOUR Discount!

All Reduced from
our Regular stock
New fall and holiday colors.

if YOU wear this shirt
during REGISTRATION
January 6 thru Jsnuary 11 ,

PANTS• SWEATERS
SWEATER VESTS

WALLACES will give YOU a 10% discount
on EVERY PURCHASE
Offer good on All Merchandise

PANT TOPS
Textbooks
Oricinally 11" to 15"

11 till 3

688 to 988

SQUARE

Fabrics:

Polyester, cotton, acrylics.

Pints (5 to 13) Tops (»-m-l)

Supplies
Records

fflDonHira

University Center
—

Clothing

First Again

i-la^-txttAel^r

Kentucky
Fried Chicken

Phono Needle Special'

SEPARATE
SPORTSWEAR

KNIT TOPS

Eastern

together tjiev discovered thai
the thing was indeed Tobin s
long-lost
!Ui-> ear-old
sine
pendulum
Under Dr Black'*
direction ihe larnlak ura'a
carefully removed, and ihe old
instrument, once more handsome and imposing in iis appearance, was presented lo
Eastern's Dorris Museum,
where il is now on displav

Famous Maker

Although EKU Collegiate
Civitan
is
still
in
an
organizational
stage,
(he
members hope lo branch out
and become an effective contributing body to the university,
according lo President Terry
Cummings.
The group is university
recognized and received its
charier on Nov. 16.
The 30
charter members are nowhoping for increased parlicpalion by additional Eastern
students. Vice presideni Jerry
Frew has extended an open
invitation lo anyone interested
lo "come and check ii oul".

Older cilizens Irom he ages
of 14 lo 2» can belong ■ •• ihe
Komsomol, otherwise known as
the Communist Youth League.
The Komsomol is oriented
toward polilical ideology bul il
does sponsor many social activities such as camping, nature
hikes and dances.

In ear.h for a given length ol
ime This was done by determining 'he cosine of 'he angle ol
devia ion irom he plane in
"huh he pendulum strarted
swinging
When the pendulum was
made lo swing in two planes at
rtghl angles to each other by
using four pivot points, Tobin
wrote in an article in the
Journal of
the
Franklin
Institute at Philadelphia, the
value ol a vibration to ihe two
planes would vary inversely as
their sines.
The insirumen
could also be used as a
topographical sine pendulum
for the angular measurement of
land in relation lo sea-level
The siaie legislature voted
S500 to have the James Foster
Co of Cincinnati construct a
handsome model wilh six-foollong walnut tripod legs and a
German silver and plate glass
enclosure at the top lo contain
the measuring device. The five
and a half-foot pendulum had a
five-pound weight at its lower
end
This model was demonstrated
by Tobin at the Central
University commencement in
June. 1878. after which it was
boxed up and shipped to the
Paris exposition where il was
one of the featured exhibits.

One Block Off Campus

—r

292 S. Second St.
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Eastern to try to wrap up»vc
One of ihe Ohio Valley Conference's honest contested
rivalries-Eastern' vs.
Morehead Stale I'niversity- will
be renewed for ihe 45th time
Saturday and ai least a share of
the conference lead will be at
s'jke for the Conels.
Game tune for the important
OVC battle is 1:30 p.m. at
Hanger Field.
Saturday is
ROTC Day at EKU with pre
game ceremonies scheduled to
begin at 1 :lu p.m.
Eastern has recorded three
wins in a row, its most recent a

34-23 win over Ashland College,
and have upped the seasons
mark to 7-2 The Colonels are
tied with Western Kentucky for
ihe OVC lead with a 5-1 record
Morehead. 3-7 overall and 1-5
in ihe OVC. snapped a twogame
losing
streak
last
Saturday
by
defeating
Wisonson La
Crosse 30-15
behind
the
passing
of
sophomore quarterback Terry
(•'lowers and senior tailback
Frank Jones' running.
Flowers, starting his first
collegiate game, completed

When you buy a bicycle

go with the
Raleigh Pros.
There are many bicycles on the market
today and there are also many places
to buy bicycles We have a suggestion
Buy your bicycle irom a professional
bicycle man A Rileigh dealer We
have the knowledge experience and
Ihe special equipment to custom-fit you
or your child to the right bicycle And of
course we sell Raleighs the bicycle
that combines precision craftsmanship
with computerized testing and inspection See your Raleigh Pro.

Bicycle craftsmen of the world.

Turpin's Bicycle
World
623-7214

s Nrt" <>"»•

<E)

nine of 15 passes for 151 yards
and two touchdowns
Jones
became the third league player
togain 1.000yards rushing when
he ran for 127 yards aginst
CWL
"Jones is certainly one of the
top running backs in our league
and Morehead has a couple of
fine receivers in
'Kei'h'
Mescher and tMarki Alien
burger." said EKU coach Roy
Kidd Each caught a TD pass
against Wisconsin-La Crosse
Morehead ranks third behind
Eastern and Western in league
offensive
team
statictcs.
averaging 304 9 yards per
game.
"Morehead is one of the
biggest teams we've played this
year.
They have several
players from the 220-270 range
and we're sure we'll be in for a
tough, physical game." Kidd
said
In the Colonel's victory over
Ashland, Talbert conined his
climbtoward Larry Schreiber's
1969 OVC season record for
most yards rushing. The 5-9,
175-pound sophomore from
Lexinglon'sBryan Station High
School gained 121 yards in 24
carries and scored two touchdowns on runs of three and 31
yards.
Talbert has now totaled 1,371
yards on thegroundlhis season.
152shyofSchreiber'sconference
mark, and 11 touchdowns, two
short of Alfred Thompton's

school record set last year

the week in the OVC
Hardin. who pla>ed both the
acklr and noseguard position
last Saturday against Ashland,
was credited with nine tackles,
six assists, two sacks of the
quar crback and a hit which
caused a tumble

Talbert s Bryan Station
counterpart on defense. 6-2. 240pound Junior Hardin. got in on
the act of being named player of
ihe week as he was chosen as
this week's defensive player of

Colonels thrash
Ashland 34-23
Colonels first possession and
In last Saturday s 34-23 win
Eastern hada comfortable 14*16
over Ashland College. Eastern
sideline and went into the end zone unSTEVE MERLI takes off on a 79 yard
lead Ashland scored 32 seconds
managed to keep building on to
touched
Eastern meets archrival
kickoff return that helped spark the
later, bu' Eastern's defense got
a lead that the Ashlandl team
Morehead ihis Saturday at Hanger
Colonel* in a 34-23 win over Ashland
tough after 'hat. thus-making
kept dwindling
Field
College last Saturday
Merli picked up
Eastern jumped out to a 14-0 the final 34-23
John Revere s fumble and headed for the
Talbert had 121 yards rushing
lead after an Ashland fumble,
*h:le ihe team had 358 yards
which led to a Hal Emerson
Jeff McCarthy
touchdown and then Everett Not a I offense
Talbert took off on a 31 yard TD passed tor 139 yards with 9 out
jaum Ashland came back with ■of Hi while John Revere caught
Ashland s
a score and then Eastern's /-I for 82 yards
running game pounded out 294
Steve Merli picked up John
Reveres fumble and returned yards agains' Ihe Colonels
strong
rushing
that ensuing kickoff 79 yards to normally
run up a 21-7 Eastern lead at the defense
BV JOKY STEIER
Eastern ii was different I liked
yourself get ready for this
end of the first quarter Both I The small crowd of 5.6O0
Slaff Writer
everything about Eastern, the
EKl's
seventh
season.
teams traded points in the w messed
Number 72 on ihe Eastern campus. Ihe coaches, and the
CAMPBELL: You could say il
second quarter with EKU victory in nine starts Ihis
Hoes back to winter. I worked
taking a 27-16 lead into the season Against Morehead this football team belongs to Ron people from Kentucky were
He is a senior really nice.
Saturday, the Colonels will be Campbell
hard and won my starting
locker room at tl
Are you surposition Also I came back to
In the second half. Talbert going for their first OVC crown defcnsiveackle, who has had a PROGRESS:
love affair with the game of prised at Easiern'srecord"'With
school earlier than what was
scored for Eastern on the since 1968.
football ever since he was a Morehead win
we would
required, to work out and be
young. On the field Campbell is stand 8-2.
physically ready
a fierce competitor who gives CAMPBELL: Yes. I am very
PROGRESS:
Aboul Ron
everything he has to do a good . surprised about our record; I
Campbell, how does he gel
job. a job he is proud to have. am surprised that we lost Ihe
ready for each and every
PROGRESS! Ron, where did two games. .
game?
you play your high school ball? PROGRESS: Why do you say CAMPBELL: Basically I am a
CAMPBELL:
Miami (Fla.) that"
loner and before each game 1
Jackson.
CAMPBELL: The reason I say get by myself and put every
PROGRESS: How did you end that, is because people onlhis
phase of Ihe game out of my
up at Eastern, coming all the team art really close.
Every
mind.
I iry to think of
way from Florida?
player is dedicated to winning.
something completely different.
CAMPBELL:
Well. I was All we care aboul is Eastern
Another motivation is hearing
recruited by other schools.
winning.
"No.
72.
Ron
Campbell
Some were too small, and going PROGRESS:
How did vou
i continued on page ten)
to these I felt that there would
be nothing to do but to gel inlo
trouble. There were some thai
were too large, where you just
become a number, but at

An interview with Ron Campbell reveals...

- *A love affair9

Store Hours: 8 AM-12 Midnight-Monday thn Sunday

IT TOQk
DELICATESSEN

n

HAPPY
MEADOW

IN STORE BAKEI
IT

Our gleaming lew delicatessen kitchen is iotk^j#|§ni

trils baked right
favorite pastriis,

to become one of your fivorite shopping stops.

in the store.

You'll fine homemade salads, fresh Inch Mats,

cakes, pies, cookies, aid doughnits right before

sausages, cheeses aid much, Rich more.

We bake delicious rolls, breads,

cakes, ted

Why lot surprise a friend with

than a "deli-feast" with friends?
a cistom decorated Birthday Cake from IGA?

WHOLE BAR D-Q CHICKEN
ASSORTED CARRY OUT DINNERS
(MEATS, 2 VEGETABLES, ROLL)

Only 11 miles

from EKU
Campus

ywr eyes. You cai order special occasion

What could be a better pick up from studying

HOAGGIE SANDWICHES

NATURAL
FOODS
MARKET

' •'•■r

& ea.
1.99 Each
1.19

i

Fill line of decorated cakes for aiy occasion
made to order
FRESH GLAZED DONUTS 1.09/doz.
ASSORTED COOKIES 12 for 7*!

THOMPSON'S IGA FOODLINER
SHOPPERS VILLAGE PLAZA
EASTERN BYPASS

h

|

Open 9 till 6
Monday thru
Saturday

Phone
986-3456
U.S. 25
North Berea *
Call or write for.
free newsletter!

Do the 'Poo-Loo'
EVERETT TALBERT begins his touchdown dance after
scoring on a 31 yard run against Ashland lasl Saturday
Talbert needs 151 yards to break the OVC record for single
yards in one season.

~l
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Eastern kicks off roundball
season with Baptist College
L'xcremen
74-75. Ea> em
perennial Sou hland Conference
baske ball s;>le. begins Dec 2
power.
Kir*
year coach,
«ih iht season t opener
Em me Hendrlck*. will have
1
againai
li.i p 1 College.
ane.vremel> experienced earn
Cones's with Louisiana Tech.
re'urning ui U> year'* tin
Morns Harve>. Marshall.
earn The Bulldogs re-urn liis
Ua.Mon. Virginia Tech and the yeai s op iwu icorert in
seven Ohio Valley Conference Barnev
Banks and
Mike
opponents round ou# ihe Alumni . McCuna:hy." Banks was chosen
Coliseum schedule.
* All-Coiilerence las' season
Agains Bap: is College oi
CametIme on Wednesdax nigh
Charleston. S.C. > Kasern will
will be7 iuwnh "he JV* playing
be lacing a small school with a
Ceorgeiown Jvs
large earn
The Busccaneers
are a Division I. NCAA inSecond year
coach
Bob
siiiuiion lor helirsi year They
Mulcahv welcomes back five
will relurn three leiermen ofl
leiermen and ihree starters
las' season's 5-22 record. The
from he IM73-74 squad which
Bues will have twit 6'6"
finished in a fifth place tie in Ihe
newcomers who will add a new
OVC
dimension >o ihe squad. The>
Carl Brown, a 6-4 junior wing
also will have two oiher all
who averaged 17 1 poinls and
freshmen
Coach Billy Henry
will be faced With much the
same problem as EKL" in
regards io their many freshmen
Gameiime on Monday
nighi. Dec. 2. ifirsi day afier ihe
holiday will be 7:30 p.m.
Eastern's JVl will meet he
JUNIORS CARL Brown (left) and
Baptisi College
Brown and Segar are
Pikeville JVs in a 5.30 prelim
the i wo leading scorers from last season
Jimmy Segar (right), will lead Eastern's
Two days following ihe
Carl Broun. Eastern Kenbasketball team into its home opener the
and will play the wing positions in Coach
Bapiisi College game. Eastern
tucky University's leading
Bob Mulcahy's new 1-4 offense.
Monday after Thanksgiving against
will meei Louisiana Tech, a
scorer lasi season as a
sophomore, has been named to
Ihe coaches' 1974-75 preseason
Ohio
Valley
Conference
basketball team.
Brown, who scored 10.6 poinls
as a freshman at EKU.
averaged 17.1 last year and also
pulled down 5.9 rebounds per
game.
He was an All-OVC
choice as a sophomore.
Middle
Tennessee
and
Western Kentucky paced Ihe
OVC coaches' basketball poll,
■V PAT WILSON
PROGRESS SPORTS IOITOR
ranking 1-2 in the predicted
order of finish and dominating
there is a student turnout this Saturday as poor
A highly impressive and exciting football
Ihe preseason All-OVC team
, MTSU's Blue Raiders nosed
as the one we had in last week's win over
season should come to a fitting close this
out ihe Hilltoppers for the top
Ashland, there is no way the school will get out
weekend. A game with Morehead can mean
slot in the team standings,
early. Even if we beat Morehead 100=0.
anything and hopefully this Saturday's game
gathering seven first place
This is a very productive, aggressive, hardwith the rival from the hills will mean an OVC
votes to one for Western. Austin
hitting and enthusiastic football team on the
championship for Eastern. This will be the first
Peay rated third place, with
Eastern holding down fourth.
Eastern campus. Many students have been too
OVC crown for Coach Roy Kidd's Colonels since
Four players from Middle
worried about UK, Ohio State or the hapless
1968. Eastern will be assured of at least a share
Tennessee's predicted chamCincinnati Bengals, among others, instead of
of the crown with a victory and if Murray beats
pions were named to the Allpaying attention to our fine football team. If
Western, Eastern can win it outright.
league team. They were foryou want to go home early, get out and let the
wards George Sorrell and Steve
football team know that you care about them
Peeler, cenler Tim Sisneros and
guard Fred Allen. Sorrell was
Much is always said about the rivalry betwinning on Saturday, not just getting out of

».i? ah AJI-\I\\ cfutES i.is
year. it a rc'.urning s ar:er, as
aii
sophomore pom -wing
Larry Blucktard ictippg; and
junior wing Jur.nn Se^.uit i
Howard Hi own. ,i i.-s juiliol
pus . ,ind i'-5 seni.u Hob \\ ,r kins
round on
KKI - rtf'.uning
le ermen
Kne iHlt*;andillg ireslnnen
recruit* w ill in- pwhinp lor
starling papiilon* as Mnlcihv
.MHI his .-all have iiiseried a 1-4
ollense Into the Colonel*' plan ot
.i' .uk
These siellar Irosh
include 8-T J. Mike Oliver and v
!' Tyrone Too Small" Junes ill
Washington.
1) ('
i, .t
Darryl Duvi* and <>•" Itarryl
Young oi VVaikin* Ulen, N.Y .
andii-» Hill Dwancol Louisville.

DOWNTOWN
| RICHMOND]
NEXT TO
KROGER
STORE HOURS:
nON THRU SAT 9-9
SUNDAY lie

Brown makes preseason

HAPPY

AU-OVC basketball

Morehead game means
more than extra holiday

DOWN ^ PAT

ween EKU and "The Head". Yes, for those of
you who are new here at Eastern —it is true
have gotten out a day early for Thanksgiving
after having beaten Morehead the last twir
years.
Many arc anticipating the same action this
year. President Robert R. Martin commented
on this subject earlier in the week. What will
happen if we beat Morehead? "We'll just have
to wail and sec. We don't want to make any
commitments just yet. If we beat Morehead
you might say we'll be ill ;i happy mood",
commented Dr. Martin.
What if Murray beats Western and we win the
OVC by ourselves? "Well, we'll be in an even
happier mood," he stated.
Many students, among others, are making
speculations as to what will occur in these
situations. Rumors are being started. It seems
to me, one purpose of the game itself is to entertain the university community, not serve as
a medium for extra holidays.
Many people seem to feel it would be nice to
win, because we would get out early.
One thing that remains constant despite a
fantastic football season is a general apathy on
many students' part. Oh, there have been many
loyal fans — and they are good ones. But, there
are quite a number who could care less if we
win or not, except that we get out early.
Making a speculation of my own; it seems if

Ihe coaches' choice as the
league's likely MVP.
Western placed ihree on the
dream learn, forwards Johnny
Brill and Mike Odemns. quard
Chuck Rawlings
Brown and Tennessee Tech's
Frank Jones were the other Iwo
guards. Austin Peay's Percy
Howard joined Sisneros at ihe
center slot, and Murray's Jesse
Williams was named to a forward spot. Five forwards were
chosen due to a lie in the voing.
Unanimous choices were
Brill, Brown, Jones and
Sisneros.
Ironically, all are
juniors. Brill, Brown and Jones
were selected lo ihe All-OVC
team last season.
Of Ihe 11 man team, Six are
from Tennessee Schools and
five are from schools in Ihe Blue
Grass slate. Four seniors are
on the team, along with seven
juniors. No
>sopf.s or freshmen made the team, although
several were mentioned on one
or two ballots.
In all, a total of 24 players
wers mentioned on the ballots
by Ihe eight league caoches.

here.

ihinf

Another team worthy of good support this
weekend, and a medium of good entertainment
on Friday afternoon and Saturday morning as
well, is the female volleyball team. They are
hosting the Region II tournament on Friday and
Saturday and they will be one of the top teams
involved.
There will be 16 teams from five states,
representing the finest volleyball in the South.
The EKU women are coming off a surprise
upset by Morehead in the last week's state
tourney finale, and that should cause them to
become well-prepared and fired up for this
regional. Good support could aid them to a
second regional title in three years.

SAFEGUARD

2

BATH
SIZE

F0R

LIMIT 2
DISCOUNT PRICE

49<

pulsory routines will be done on
Thursday and optionals on
Friday. Both meets will held in
Ihe gymnastics practice gym in
the Begley Building.
All
sessions will start at 4:40 p.m.

7-OZ.

Hair Spray

I ^89
09

7-OZ.

5-oz

Mixed Nuts
Kisses

12-oz.

Cricket
Disposable Butane

Lighter
Juliette
• AM FM Air
High Police
Weather
. . • Built in AC
f

POCket
L je
Radio

Kentucky State

Model

APR-256

Digital Clock Radio

• •».

Model #ADC-1030
Large, backlighted V4*
high numerals Alarm
control.

JOIN HUNTER FOUNDATION FOR HEALTH CARE
(A Health Maintenance Organization)
- a new approach
Sll monthly student rates
(per person, children $7)

a

Hospitalization

:

Out patient services

Norm.My these chair* would tall for 39 95
-but you can tikt advantage of our

Includes Magicube, drop-in
film and carrying strap.

X-rays

Sylvania

Prescriptions

Magicubes

And many other services

EKU SPECIAL
— only 29.95!!

23"
P
Pack
of 3

TIME TO SEE THE DOCTOR&&&.

Call 253-1661 or come by to sign up —

:

e
e
*
* •
a

16"

Kodak Instamatic 20
Pocket Camera

Includes:

Why not study In comfort T

3

Juliette AM

Episcopal Theological

GROUP PLANS FOR
FACULTY AND STAFF

a dorm room or apartmant

s

Juliette Portable

hmo

•
*

comfortable chair ever to hit

88I
25»

MPR3193 EL**""*
included

Univariity of Kentucky

a
a
a
a

Undoubtedly THE most

6?
88

5-Band Radio

Tranaylvanla

J>.
a

12-oz.
can

Hershey's
Chocolate

jSTii'DENTSr'FACUrfYr

• i

(

Ultra Ban

Old Spice
After Shave
Lotion- ..

Marilou

623-6421

. At bury
Georgetown

has just received a large shipment of

W

Maybelline
Fresh & Lovely
Lip Gloss

Dry Look

Eastern

Thomas Furniture Co,

4 DAYS ONLY

Lotion Shampoo

BikeShop

::v:::v:-:v:-Xv:v:::v::W^

DISCOUNI PRICE

Head & Shoulders

fgl

33

<

LIMIT 1

4 DAYS ONLY

Ricks International

T.ne men's varsily gymnastics team will hold two intrasquad meels this semester.
The meels will be held today
and tommorrow and on Dec. 12
and 13. For each meet com-

200 — 2-PLY

129

Flandria $899S
*•!• 13"
plus many more bargains
on bicycles and parts

Gymnastics Intrasquad

Kleenex
FACIAL TISSUES

4K-oz. |

Bring this ad in and receive 10%
off oi any item Sale items excluded.

S. Second St.

THANKSGIVING

When your favorite guy doesn't
want home made pie...

Hunter Foundation.
Security Trust Building

'j

Short and Mill Streets
Leiington, KY 40507'

OPEN
8-5
....
MON. - SAT.
Jut Pottijca. tV*** Slaw

tfiOMAS

furniture Cc,
FIRST & WATER STS.

,

»w

For Information Tear out coupon and mail to above address*

e

Name

?

Address

•

City end zip code,

•

College or University

•
•

*
*
*
*
•
*

Number of Dependents

•

SUPtn, DISCOUHT

nicn PKiscninioHs
C4H HUP!
\J( *g
one reason why we till
overSQO'W--'- ■
lions SBL,.

••35S
•4+&&

'
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EKU women to host AIAW volleyball regional
POOL

Five states represented in meet

U KUKRI

,\\FWF.lt II

BEGLEY 1

HEl.l KY II

H.'W A M

WC vs IX

IX vs UK I

Memphis \s Murray

Ml' vs FMl-

in t" A XI

Morehea.l v> MTSl

Elon \s it"

U\l'i; \s EMC

ETSl vs EKU

12 uo Noon

Memphis vs FMC

Ml' vs Murray

wit v« WFU

l.l" vs 11.

a M r M

UNCO \> EKU

ETSl \s EMC

Morehead \s Cl"

Elon vs MTSl

4 on 1' \l

W'n U

WFU vs IX

Memphis vs Ml"

FMC vs Murray

■> :)n 1' M

Morehe.ut \ s Finn

CC x s MTSl

IXl'll vs ETSU

EKU vs KMl"

HURT
MMK

EKU finishes second in state
Sixteen schools from five
different stales have qualified
for 'he third Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Region II Volleyball
championships to be held
Friday and Saturday at
Eastern
The breakdown of Region U's
states and their qualifiers include:
North
Carolina-b'niversity of North Carolina at
Greensboro, Elon College and
Wake Eoresi. South Carolinadefending champion Winthrop
College, College of Charleston,
Francis Marion College
Tennessee-Memphis State,
East Tennessee, Middle Ten
nessee;
Virginia-Madison
College, Lynchburg, Cllege,
East
Mennonite College;
Kentucky - Morehead Staae,
Eastern Kentucky. Murra'y
Stale and Lousivlle.
In lasl week's slate, the EKU
women soundly
thrashed
Bellarmine, Berea. Louisvilles
and Georgetown in pool play.
Then another easy romp past

PLAY SCHEDULE
Friday

The lourney is se up m pool
Murray se up the mulch »1lh
Morehead
Morehead. a play wilhcompeillion le-ginning
predominantly
Ireshman a' 9a ID Friday at twoCOUTtiai
he Weaver Health Building and
squad.came Iror/i behind n win
iwo courts of the Begley
'15-11. 11-15. 8-15'.
Play continues all
Although
coach
Gen Building
Polvino's Eastern team limshed day Friday with lhe last
second in last weeks sta'e scheudle matches- slated for
tournament, the Colonel girls 5:30 p m
A single elmination playoff
are still considerd 'he host
team
Therefore, the stale's beings Saturday a' 130 am at
fourth
plate squad, the both buildings involvong lhe
University of Louisville, will be first and second place winners
<>l Friday's first day of pool
allowed to parlicpaie

play The finals are scheduled
for 1 p m Saturday ai the
Weaver Health Building
Last year - finalist were
Winthrop College. Rock Hill
S.C.. and the University of
Tennessee ai Knoxville
Eastern finished'hird The top
two teams in the region will
advance to the national tour
nament

Nil I P.H.I I
SINGLE

COLONEL
COMPOSITE

Ron Campbell

ELIMINATION PLAY OFF
Salurdav

Begley 1 9:30 a in
No t Pool III
12: Ml noon
Weaver I

No 3 Pool 11

PAST SCOUES

Begley 2 9:30 am.
Football

continued from page eighli

Eastern 14

Atmend 11

)

No 1 Pool IV

Sw*mmmq(l 0) . EKU SI Morenead )S
EKU1I Berea U

defensive lackle" when they
introduce lhe starting lineup I
don't need coaches yelling at
me or players coming up and

Men (s Hair Styling
Styles for Men
and Women
218 Porter Plaza

congratulating me lo get me
motivaled. All I need is lo hear
my name being called out.
PROGRESS: You say you're a
loner''
CAMPBELL: Yes. I like to go
off and be by myself I let my
roommate. Art Bledsoe, lake
care of the social life.
PROGRESS: What about pro
ball'' Are you going to proceed
lo play fool ball after college'*
CAMPBELL: Yes. hopefully.
If drafted lhal would be nice,
but if not I will iry to walk on
some team. Also wilh the WFL
t here are more chances t o make
it. Yes. I can say defincalely
thai my future is with football
PROGRESS: One last question
Do you feel thai you made a
wise choice in coming to
Eastern?
CAMPBELL:
Like I said
before. I liked the people and
the coaches. Eastern has been
good lo me. I hate to see any
team ai Easlern lose, no matter
whal it is. I can say that I am
proud to be part of Easlern.
PROGRESS: And Easlern is
proud to have you Ron Campbell

Richmond, Ky 40475

FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE CENTER

Volleyball 111 t|

EKU d» MHf—lM.

IIHII

3:00 p.I*.
Weaver I

UK. Geerfeeewe.

Mmil and dll 6. Morehead

No l Pool III

Slat* 'unnerup

UPCOWING EVENTS
Football

No 2 Pool I
volleyball
Smitnmino,
Wreilhne,
Gymnaitics

AtAW Regional weaver and Aeeley. Fn and Sat

No 2 Pool IV

EKU af Kooilville

Specializing in Volkswagen
FOREIGN CARS & PARTS
MAJOR & MINOR REPAIRS
TRANSMISSION—MOTORS & TUNF UPS
BRAKE SERVICE—IGNITION

\

Intraiqwad meet, taeley and temmorrew

* la

Weaver 2-9.30 am

ill: •aetntColiee.it EKU. Dec 1. 7:M. Alumni
La. Tech at EKU. Dec

%J,J»,

No. 1 Pool II

Akwnnl Cei

CASTLE'S«

BY SAM WHITE
Mall Writer
Men's intramurals is offering
a-punch that is spiked. The
tasle. though, is that of IM
volleyball which continues to
roll toward championships,
starling Dec. 3rd. Fraternity
volleyball squads will conclude
league play on this date.

Wave, and League H, the
Cannonballs
The raqueiball
campus
championship match ahd Jeff
Davis, housing champ, edging
Gueii.tr Bergman, the independent winner.
Faculty raqueiball doubles
have twelve I earns slated'o do
bailie.
This tournament is
double elimination.
IM facilities are tentatively
scheduled lo close for the
Thanksgiving, holiday, Wednesday, at 12:30 p.m.
The Department of Men's
Intramurals requests lhal items
posted on lhe bulletin board
outside of Begley 213 are not te
be removed. Recent pilfering

Some lop teams in lhe
volleyball circle include:
League A, Spikes and Tribe;
League B. OKNY and Tribe
Braves; League C, UHFH;
League E, Pi Kappa Alpha and
Delta Upsilon. League F, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Theta Chi, and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; League
G, Todd Truckers and Tenth

* MCQUETBALL*

623-9723

?

,17"

Records may tumble

PM Cotrt Royal FifctTflass $15"
Snaci V!P

SERVICE
STATION

Wooden

{11'*

StMco IRA RatMt Balls $1"

]

VILLAGE

SHOPPERS

Like hovfnq
the earth
^beneath your
feet.

has
caused
much
inconvenience.
Women's Intramurals
There will be no volleyball
play lonighl due lo the AIAW
Region II volleyball championships.
Intramural playoffs are
scheduled for Dec 11-14 belween the lop teams in each

league Teams lied for league
leadership will square off lhe
week of Dec 2nd
Contestants eniered in the
raqueiball ladder tournaments
musl play this week lo remain
in compelilion.
Basketball
entries
are
currently being accepled in,,
Weaver 304 The phone is 3340.

Eels romp past two
foes in 'warm-ups'

■

r"

IAQUETS
Pet. Curt Royal AlMiSM

EAST MAIN ST.

Seeded Teams
No. 1 seed-I'IKII I winner
No. 2 seed -Pool II winner
No. 3 seed - Pool III winner
No. -I seed —Pool IV winner

Intramural Scene finds more volleyball on tap

has everything you need for

JASPER C'ASTLE-Owner
FREE PICK UP ft DELIVERY

Eastern Students

12:00 noon
Weaver II

lennenee at EKU. Fn. Altimm Col

Sportsworld
■'"".,..

•

Weaver 1-9:311 a.m.

Morehead at EKU. Miitftt F.eld, Sta, I M

# ****************************************
*
*
*
*

i

Be Well-covered
for winti

As a certain, nol-so-humble
sporlscaster might say, •There
is a veritable raft of records
imperiled by Ihe Eastern
Keniuchy Morehead
State
contest in Richmond Saturday."
If ihe Colonels outlast the
Eagles in Ihe season wrapup for
both
Eastern will have an
8-2 record, equaling Ihe EKU
record for wins in a season, a
plateau seven other Colonel
teams have reached.
Three OVC record are within
reach of being broken Talbert
is only 152 yards shy of selling a
new mark for most yards
rushing in a single season,
breaking
TTU's
Larry
Schreiber 's record of 1,522 set in
1989. while EKU is only one field
goal and six points by kicking
shori of lying lhe conference
mark for most field goals and
most points scored by. kicking
by one learn in a season.

BY BILL STAPLETON
Staff Writer
Easlern's Electrifying Eels
are off lo another fast slarl,
having already acheived a 2-0
record They began lasl Friday
by dumping Morehead 88-25 in
ihe losers' pool; then last night
ihey opened their home season
with an easy 65-35 victory over
Berea.
"We swam relaxed and didn't
get loo excited ^bout Ihe
meets," said Eastern coach
Donald Combs.
One of Eastern's best performances against Morehead
was turned in by junior Tom
Linneweber, who won both the
200 yard freestyle and 200
butterfly.
"Tom has been
working hard all year," continued Combs.
"'And it
showed."
Other winners for Eastern
included Terry Sloddard in Ihe
1000 yard freesiyle, freshman
Joel Baer in the Individual
Medley,freshman Mike DeSalis
in lhe 100 free. Tom Javins inthe
backstroke. Randy Holihan in

Ihe 500 free, and Freshman
Gary
Tameris
in
Ihe
breaslroke
In Ihe diving
events, junior Bob Stahlhul won
lhe required diving compel il ion.
Top individual performances
in Ihe Berea meet were turned
in by junior Tom Linneweber,
senior Jim Sherwood, and
freshman Gary Tameris.
Linneweber won bolh Ihe 200
yard freesiyle and 200 butterfly; Sherwood won both the
one meler and ihree meier
diving competilions; and
Tameris was victorious in Ihe SO
yard free and the 200 breast
The meets wilh Morehead and
Berea, however, are jusi a
warm-up for Ihe bigger and
tougher meets ahead. "We're
going to need everybody we've
goi when Ihe big meets come
up," continued Combs. "Our
first real lesi will come
December 7 in the MorrisHarvey Relays in Charleston,
West Virginia."
Eastern's next meet will he
lomorrow
nighi
ai
the
University of Louisville.

ANDY'S PIZZA
SCORES AGAIN
• •

* Jackets
This Down Jacket contains 10 ounces of top grade
goose down feathers. It's light weight with a Zepel
treated nylon covering.
Handvvarmer pocket.
Excellent for cold weather.
Complete Lin* Off Woolrlch Shirts And

BUT THE CUSTOMER ALWAYS
WINS
c.

BEAT
MOREHEAD

BEAT

MOREHEAD

Norwglon Swofrs AntTCap*.

I

mad Sara
'THE MM> SHOE STOK"

Phillip Gall & Son
230 W. Main St!
Lexington, Ky. 40507
254-0327
******************************************
—

1

(l

9

ANDY'SflZM P#J*?E
110 S. S»e«nJ $tr«#t

I

423-5400

s
V

™
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In Health Occupations

Fair puts students, employers in touch
therefore, a special effort was
made to notify all Eastern allied
health students.
"We made
The fourth Annual Health newspaper announcements,
Occupations Job Fair was held radio announcement. FYI
in Eastern Kentucky Univer- notices and posters in an effort
sity's Keene-Johnson Building to publicize the event to all
on Nov. 13.
The job fair students.'' said Gale.
When asked what he perwas
sponsored
by
Dr."
David D. Gale. Dean of Allied sonally'thought of the job fair.
Health Professions, with the Gale commented. "1 was
help of Eastern's Allied Health pleased with .the student attendance and I belive the emCommittee.
According to Dr. Gale, the ployers were also pleased. It
purpose of the job fair was to turned out to be a successful
bring together Eastern's allied day."
The students who attended
health students and prospective
the fair seemed to find it a
employers.
,There were approximately*-!' worthwhile event.
Sandy Firestine. a comhealth
care
institutions
represented at the job fair. Over munity health major from
50 employment recruiters were Russell. Kentucky said that she
at the fair to talk to students. found the job fair was beneficial
Dr. Gale said. "We tried to but added that she thought it .
expose students to a wide was mostly geared toward
variety of clinical agencies. We nursing students.
had representatives from
Cheryl Paulin, a nursing
hospitals, nursing homes,
major from Cincinnatti. Ohio
departments, and various other said that the job fair gave her a
health care facilities."
chance to meet hospital emHe added that representatives came from many
MEL HOWARD PRESENTS
geographical areas.
"For
IN LOUISVILLE
example, we had hospital
representatives from Tennessee, Indiana. Ohio, and
Kentucky." Gale said.
Over 300 Eastern students
Superb
attended the job fair. These
exciting
extraordinary
students included nurses,
must not be missed.
medical record technicians,
dieticians, social workers,
health educators, medical
record technicians, dieticians,
social workers .
health
educators, medical laboratory
technicians and many other
students
from
Eastern's
various
allied
health
disciplines.
FRENZIED. RHYTHMICALL'
Dr. Gale said, "The job fair
COMPLEX AND
gave allied health students and
JOYOUS...
opportunity to be interviwed by
LOS ANGELES TIMES
health agencies and find out
about salaries and fringe
THE COMPANY IS
benfits. It gave students an
YOUNG. INEXHAUSTIBLE,
opportunity to compare the
AND BEAUTIFUL. ITS A
working environment of many
REALLY GREAT SHOW.
MONTREAL STAR
types of health institutions."
BY SHARALEE BORST
Staff Writer

Judy Cunningham, sophomore nursing major from Rich
mond, discusses job opportunities wilh Mrs. Virginia
Farley of Good Samaralin Hospilal in Lexinglon.
The

GROWTH:

annual Health Occupations Job Fair was held Nov. 13
under the sponsorship of Dr. David D. Gale

'a worthwhile thing to do'

been in operation for about four years.

BY BILLY THOMPSON
SUN Writer
"It just seemed like a worthwhile thing
to do," said Debbie Bates, a speech and
elementary education from Whitesburg
when asked why she spend a lot of her
spare time working with a bunch of kids.
Apparently there a number of students
on campus who feel likewise because
they donate their leisure time to help
underpriviliged kids by working in and
organization called Greater Richmond
Opportunites for Wider Tutorial Help
(GROWTH).
Working with Open Concern, Telford
Center, and
Robinson Terrace,
GROWTH works with youngsters who
are having trouble wilh their studies or
other problems.
Also funded by religious organizations
in the Richmond area, GROWTH has

V.

The basic idea is to place one child who
is having problems in school with one
tutor who may oecome his Big Brother,
confident, or Father Confessor. He, will
work with the kid to help him iron out
problems. He can also just be a friend
who takes him to the next home game or
out for a Coke..
During an interview with dean Kenneth
Clawson, the history of GROWTH was
discussed. Religious groups who wanted
to provide a counseling agency of sorts
where the kids could come in and discuss
problems or meet other youngsters. The
early attempts were poorly organized
and often stepped on toes of the faculty of
the schools where the kids attend.
The committee is more structured with
its goals clearly defined. Intended as an
aid to academics, it often serves more as
a moral support.

Newsbriefs:

"Bear in mind, some of these kids
come from broken homes, where the
father is gone." Clawson added, "College
kids impress these youngsters any way
and when they see these college students,
they think studying must be important."
He went on to add, "Tutoring entails a
great responsibility and the program
depends on how dedicated the tutors are,
themselves.
It's no more than the
students who make it up...It fluctuates
from time to time."
At present, there are 36 tutors and four
lead tutors working. Previously, there
has been as many as 150 volunteers. "We
hope the 40 people now can bring in
people and get the program off the
ground," said Debbie.
White GROWTH is not recognized as an
activity of the university, instructors
from several departments donate their
lime and effort to the program.

Miss Eastern Pageant
accepting applications

DIRECT
FROM AFRICA

According to Dr. Gale, the

The Panhellenic Council
invites
all
campus
organizations to enter contestants In the "Miss Eastern
Pageant" • to be held spring
semester. Entry forms can be
obtained in the Student
Activities Office in- the PeWeH
Building. The forms are to be
filled out and turned into the
office with a $10 entry fee by
Friday, November 22 at 4:30
p.m.

Course Drop
Monday, December 2, is the
last day to drop a course.

Art Club
The Art Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. tonight in Campbell 435.
Anyone interested is welcome.

CWENS
CWENS will collect canned
goods for the needy. Place cans
in the boxes provided and help
make someone's Thanksgiving
a happy one.

Jazz Ensemble
The Jazz Ensemble will
present a concert at 7:30 p.m.
tonight in Brock Auditorium.
There is no admission charge
and the public is invited.

Madrigal Dinner
Eastern Kentucky University
-will be host Dec. 10 for a
Christmas madrigal dinner
reflecting
the
yuletide
traditions of 16th century
England.
The program in the ballroom
of the Keen Johnson Building
wilt be produced by a group of

singers and instrumentalists
from the EKU Department of
Music.
Tickets for the event, starting
at 5:30 p.m., at $3.50 each may
be obtained from the music
department's office -in the-Foeter - Music Building, from
members of the University
Singers, or by phoning 622-4843
or 622-3266.
The event will include a roast
beef dinner, incidental music
by Eastern's early music
ensemble a review of old
English customs, and a performance of madrigals and
carols by the EKU Madrigal
Singers, directed by Thomas
Rebilas.

Drama Presented
The Department of Drama
and Speech will present "And
Miss Reardon Drinks a Little"
by Paul Zindel at 7:30 nightly
November 19-23 in Pearl
Buchanan Theatre. Tickets are
$1 for students and $1.50 for
adults. Reservations may be
made at the Gifford Theatre box
office, Campbell Building, or by
calling 3480. This play is not
recommended for children.

Food drive
Anyone with a kind heart or
just a simple urge to help
someone now has a chance to do
something about it.
The
Recreation Club is gathering
canned goods to fill about five
Thanksgiving
baskets
to.
distribute
among
needy
families in the Richmond area.
These
baskets
will
be
distributed on Tuesday Nov. 26.
Please bring any canned
goodts) you may have to the
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DCCLCIE
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PLUS! SPECIAL' GUESTS!
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JTHIS SUNDAY
N€V.24-7:3CPM
roANrroCT
/.PORT/ CENTER

ADVANCE TICKETS' 600 • AVAILABLE «AT
ALL DAWAHARES STORES IN LEXINGTON
1THE SPORTSCENTER IN FRANKFORT ■ AND
ALL VINE RECORD STORES IN LOUISVILLE

'EScktcetxxstHiAiwNs

Meditation Chapel Basement or
room 408 in the Begley Building.
You may also call Clay Cottimgim at 625-2594 or Brenda
Pearce.at 625-3482 by Monday,
Nov.25 for more information or
to pick op the goods. Thanks to
all that helDfrom the RECClub.

Placement
Placement interviews are
being held for additional singers
interested in participating
during the second semester in
the Women's Chorale, Concert
Choir, and the University
Singers. Interested persons are
invited to call Dr. David Wehr
at 4843 or 623-8120.

Fellowship meets
Christian Student Fellowship
meets every Wednesday night
in Combs Building 318 at 7 p.m.
Everyone is welcome.

Service held
There will be a University
Thanksgiving service Monday,
November 25 at 7 p.m. in the
Meditation Chapel. Every one

is welcome.
vacation.

Have a nice key to a successful job fair is
student
participation, and

Campus Movie

TICKETS: Mil IS SO M SO. all Mali
reserved. MAIL ORDERS: Memorial
Auditorium. 970 S. Fourth St.. Loullvillt.
KY
Enclose sell addressed, stamped
envelope

SAT., NOV. 30-8:30 PM
MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

plovers from
areas

many

different

Before the job fair I was only
thinking of applying for a job in
the Cincinnatti area.
Now. I
plan-to apply at hospitals in

several different areas," Cheryl
said.
In reference to plans for next
year s job fair. Gale said. "We
hope to have an even broader
range of agencies at the fair."

Obscenity issue discussed
1 Continued from-PagV 4i
that these were the young
children and unwilling adults
who would be exposed 10 these
materials if a free and open
market were declared.
He then went on to offer some
alternatives to setting up these
rigid standards. "We could first
treat it as any other freedom of
expression secondly, give the
government the power to
unlimited
regulation
of
materials or thirdly, establish
porno districts."
Dean pointed out

that

the

■ iitrd choice was the oest
because in isolating the socalled obscene materials in this
district no person would be
forceably exposed to it. "With
this type of district people
would have the same option as a
dissatisfied television viewer,
they could tune out or turn off to
what 1 hey considered particularly offensive."
Even though this approach to
the problem would settle the
legal aspects Dr Dean fell I hat
another look at the issue should
be made on the theory that
obscenity is harmful.
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Appearing Nightly
8:00 UNTIL CLOSING
Superb Dining In
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Campus thefts decline 30%
(Continued From Page One»
cases Women are also less likely (o
report ihem," Security said
Goolsby detailed the procedure
followed if a theft is reported "If the
door has been forced, that involves a
different procedure than if it was left
open An interview is conducted, and the
most detailed description possible is
obtained Security files a report, and a
description of the missing articles are
put on the NCIC. a computer system of
filing by serial number of the article,
name and make. This is maintained by
the F.B.I, and all police departments
contribute and have access to it. If an
article is hockable. there is an effort
made to make the rounds of pawn shops
and jewelry stores."
It is Goolsby's opinion that television
has ruined the police department.
"There is a definite false impression and
oversimplification of techniques on
police and detective shows. Students
wonder why we don't fingerprint their
room everytime something is stolen, due
to the television misconception that with
a good fingerprint you can make a fast
identification of the culprit.
"Most likely there are over 10 sets of
good prints in any room, including
friends and roommate. It would be
almost impossible to identify the prints,
and none of them may belong to the thiefIn most dorm thefts this is not worthwhile, although it is done in some cases
depending upon the quality and quantity
of the iiems taken. It is beneficial when
there is a suspect," Goolsby said.
Students who are caught may not
always be sent to jail, reform school, or
be heavily fined. Goolsby said, "the
Student Disciplinary Board may rule in
some cases. Some culprits are referred
to the Counseling Center, depending upon
what they have stolen, and if they have'
lome type of problem which can be
helped by individual counseling."

Taylor talks
(Continued From Page One)
have come up before the faculty senate
lately include: (1) developing guidelines
for faculty tenure,promotion, dismissal,
and the like; (2) studying the possibility
of having a faculty ombudsman; and (3)
discussion on whether open housing for
students was doomed for failure or not.
Df. Taylor stated that communication
bad been good with most of the faculty,
and that the faculty is to feel free to come
in and talk with him about matters
relating to his position.

A resident of Sidney Clay recently lost
a large sum of money from her room, but
didn'i report it because she fell that
security couldn't do anything about it.
She said, '.'Since it was money, whoever
look it wouldn't be honest enough to
return it. Her roommate also had articles
of clothing stolen from the dryer in the
laundry room, two of the articles (old
jeans i were found.
Theft in the laundry room is common
all over the campus, everything from*
underwear to expensive sweaters and
pants have disappeared mysteriously.
While a Commonwealth resident was
asleep and his roommate was in the
shower, an expensive watch and over
$145 worth of other articles were stolen.
In Burnam Hall, several girls reported a
great deal of money missing from different people's rooms, and not only paper
money. Coins in piggy banks and
collections have been taken, some
that had been hidden
Most residents remarked that they
can't trust their neighbors. Also they
reported to the Progress that STAN
cards had also been taken.
"The problem of campus bicycle thefts
has now tapered off," Goolsby reported
"We have more security guards around
the dorms, and they keep an eye on the

Prpgress
honored

(Continued from Page One)
banners were used too frequently
"depriving them of deserved impact."
Editorial Page makeup was recognized
for being clearly defined as one of opinion
rather than news and the use of original
editorial cartoons.
Finally, in the division of Photography
excellence was scored in all areas:
picture content, technical quality, and
cutlines. The paper was praised for the
size and candid look of its pictures
although at times the photos were too
dark.
In all, the ACP praised the Progress for
professionally handled news stories,
bright and original features, editorials
that take soli, stands on current issues,
and a make-up that "gives a completely
"readable" package."
The Editors of the Progress during the
period of
its' evaluation were
Fawn Conley. editor; Ken Gulletle
managing editor of production; Delma
Francis, managing editor of news; Pat
Wilson. Sports-editor; T.G. Moore, Fine
arts editor; Lisa Collins as feature
editor; and Jan
Hensley
as
Organization's editor.

bike racks. Yet it is hard to keep track of
an isolated bicycle that is not near the
rack. Students should keep their bicycles
in authorized spaces, and if there is not
adequate space, at least in the same
general area so it can be more easily
watched
Of course, sometimes
juveniles are caught with bike parts,
not always the whole thine "
Goolsby also said there is a real
problem in that persons who report a
bicycle theft cannot give security a
detailed description of it. "People should
have the serial number from the bike,
usually found on the sprocket, for this is
the only means of positively identifying a
bicycle, "

Lil' Colonels'
nostalgic 50's

He went on to say thai they should also
know the details about their bike, make,
color, and distinguishing characteristics.
Without the serial number, you cannot
prove that a bicycle that is recovered
belongs to you. Ths is also applicable to
students with televisions, stereos, etc.
With a serial number and detailed
description, chances of recovery are
greatly increased."
There is a bicycle ordinance under
consideration by the Richmond City
Commission, which has now been
delayed mainly due to objections by
Carroll Hale, a Richmond resident and
art instructor at Eastern. Hale was the
only objector at the last Commission
meeting. He questioned the proof of
ownership clause, and the section
prohibiting riding bicycles on city
sidewalks, and proposed that the ordinance should be county-wide. Goolsby
said that "bicycle registration would
solve an everyday problem encountered
by the Richmond Police Dept., when they
cannot legally verify a suspicion of nonownership without the serial number. I
hope students get behind the city fathers
and support this law."

During I he half lime shtnv against Ashland last Saturday. The Little Colonels Hop)
pranced the twill, the frtip. and iho Charleston to the music of the 50's Below sleek
"Slicks'' check under the huodof the hot antique DcSoto.

Censorship controversy discussed

Two indicted

(Continued From Page One)
censored Gullette's column and stressed
that if censorship was practiced, his
column of Sept. 12 would never have been
printed. (The article mentioned, dealt
with a satirical comment on Ms. Francis'
earlier editorial praising President

(Continued From Page One)
Both Ashworth and Strelczyk withdrew
Tuesday, According to Dr. Myers, he
told Ashworth that university officials
"considered him a danger to the campus,
and if was released, he wasn't wanted on
campus."
Strelczyk also withdrew rather than
face the Disciplinary Board.
Ashworth has been released on $10,000
bond, and Strelczyk is being lodged in the
Madison County Jail in lieu of $10,000
bond, pending trial Monday in Madison
County Circuit Court.

Martin.

She stated that Gullette's definition of
censorship was completely different than
the one she relied upon and ended by
saying "I am not controlled by the administration and don't intend to be."
Once again, the Senate's business
session was brief.
The major issue of discussion was a

motion by Senator David Combs that the
action of the Committee on Censorship be
halted until the Committee on Committees establishes guidelines for its
investigations.
This arose from President Gray's
report that he has been receiving complaints from both administrators and
students regarding the committee's aims
and activites.
The purposfof the guidelines will be to
establish certain regulations by which
the committee must abide. The Senate
approved Combs' proposal.
In a censorship committee report,
chairman David Wentz stated that thus

far the efforts have been met with no
cooperation and verbal abuse by the
administration. He also said that difficulty was encountered in gaining access to materials viatal to the committee's investigation.
Approval was given to a motion by
Senator Jim Cameron that the body
recommend to the Board of Regents that
the name of the College of Law Enforcement be changed to the College of
Criminal Justice and to a constitutional'
amendment by Senator Rober Burke
concerning impeachment of inactive
members.

The Limited Slipcased
Edition of
The Thread
That Runs So True

In Time For Christmas at
$9.00
preface to an earlier edition of this
book Jesse Stuart explained "I wrote it
because in my early teaching years I learned
that the teaching profession is the greatest
profession in the world since all other
professions stem from it. . . . I wrote
this book in praise of our teachers, our
pupils, and our schools in America."
Since then The Thread Thai Runs So
True has become a classic both of educational philosophy and educational history,
treasured by teachers throughout the
world. But for Kentuckians this autobiographical story of a young teacher's experience in the mountains of northeastern
Kentucky has a special meaning and value.
As Wilma Dykeman writes in an illuminating introduction to this edition, "The
Kentucky earth is part of his blood and
bone. When he speaks of place, therefore,
he does not speak in either the abstractions
or the generalizations common to many
other writers who celebrate the spirit of
place. He writes 'my place,' staking out a
terrain won through the long inheritance
of past generations, the appreciation of a
sensitive boyhood, the allegiance of a lifetime's labor and perspective."
For these reasons, The Thread That
Runs So True has been chosen as uniquely
appropriate for the celebration of a proud
occasion in the history of one of Kentucky's
most significant educational institutions.
IN HIS

t

Jesse Stuart

^
Reg. «79»

$52 95
FULL SIZE 8 TRACK STEREO CAR CARTRIDGE PLAYER
12 Watts Stereo Music Power
Fine Tuning Cartridge Head Alignment Eliminates Cross Talk
4-Dimensional Sound Switch
Courtesy Map Light with Switch
Anti-Theft Alarm Switch m Mojntmg Bracket.
Track Indicator Linhts

Reg. «62"

$3995

SPECIAL edition of The Thread That
Runs So True is published to commemorate the centennial of Eastern Kentucky
University.
THIS

Exclusively at

FULL SIZE STEREO 8 TRACK CAR PLAYER

The University Store
Keen Johnson Building

M

Slide Type Volume. Tone and Balance Controls
Automatic Track Change
Manual Track Selector ■/">
12 Volt Negative Ground Operation
Mounting Hardware with Speaker .'Power
Connecting Cable Included
Size 2Y"H.. 7 1/R"W.. 6-5/16" D.

1 2 Watts Stereo Music Power
Slide Controls for Volume. Tone and Balance
Track Indicator Lights
Ann- theft Alarm System in Mounting Brackjt
Automatic Track Changing
Manuaf Track Selector'

12 Volt negative Ground System
Speaker/Power Cable Connecting Harness
Included
Mounting Bracket and Hardware
Si/e 2 11'16" High, 6 5/16" Wide, 7 1/16" D.
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